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This thesis is about the role of inquiry for understanding how children learn about

spelling and the social context which supports children's development as spellers. It is

also an inquiry into my own teaching - exploring how my beliefs about language and

literacy learning impact how I build and enact a spelling curriculum with the children.

Using the methodology of Teacher Action Research, I observed children (taking

notes and recording conversations as they are involved with spelling); examined the

children's questions and wonderings as they wrote; and reflected on narrative accounts

that characterize the children's efforts to learn about spelling within the classroom

community dwing a period of one school year.

The writing of this work has expanded how I view spelling as a collaborative

inquiry and I now recognize that it is indeed possible to create a powerful, effective

curriculum in which spelling grows out of the children's olvn explorations as they read

and write. The children's investigations, rather than a fixed sequence of spelling skills

and strategies, became the central element in spelling instruction. I kept a paper trail of

how curricular decisions were made. I discovered the children and I needed to articulate

our thinking and make it visible to others. Sharing our expertise and building communal

relationships with one another created for the children an interest in language and

expanded our resource base. This inquiry-driven environment supported problem

solving, higher-level thinking possibilities and mindful decision-making about spelling,

all within a social framework.

Abstract
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Everyone has a viewpoint about spelling and an idea of what it should look like in

an early years classroom. Historically, spelling has been of concern to parents, and often

the public wonders if spelling is even being taught in the schools. Opinions about

spelling abound, and it is difficult for people to separate their own childhood experiences

from the spelling instruction that is supported by research and practice today. There are

numerous ill-informed stories in the media about isolated skills instruction versus whole

language teaching, drill and memorization versus child-centered, experiential leaming.

Not only are these terms thrown around carelessly, but they are misunderstood, raising

major concerns and instilling fear in parents that spelling is not valued or important to the

education of young children.

In spite of these concerns, there is convincing evidence indicating that children

spell as well as they did a decade ago and much better than they did at the end of the last

century flVilde, 1992). Ifthis is true, why does the teaching and learning of spelling

cause so much anxiety today? A traditional approach, whete everyone is likely to study

similar spelling words and practice for a test at the end of a week, may appear to look

neat, tidy and conholled. However, \ile need to ask how well children really learn to spell

using this approach and what the limitations of using this approach are on children's

writing. Does this approach encourage children to become writers? Does it help children

connect their literary lives to spelling? Is there carry over into their writing? A spelling

curriculum focusing on word lists would not inform the various processes, strategies and

patterns that whole language teachers consider when thinking about the role of spelling in

writing.

Foreword
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Teachers who adopt a whole language philosophy try to make connections

between spelling and other areas of the language arts, namely, reading and writing. The

controversial term, "invented spelling" refers to the functional, constructive \ilay in which

children approximate the conventional spelling of words, as they draw upon their

knowledge of language and print to express their thoughts and ideas on paper. Children

risk constructing a spelling for a word they want to write where they know that their

approximation will be valued. Invented spelling empowers children to find their voice

and to understand the purpose of writing. They are not limited to the words they know

how to spell and therefore can use powerful and interesting language in their writing.

Careful observation of children's use of invented spelling provides teachers with

information about what children understand. These assessments can subsequently be

used to plan further instruction. In this way, spelling instruction is well thought through,

specific to the children's needs and builds upon their current understanding of language.

Yet, parents and the general public tend to see only the errors and are disconcerted when

they observe children's inaccurate attempts at writing. They are concemed that standard

spelling is not expected and they fail to appreciate that the children's spelling attempts

enable their teachers to gain insight into what the child knows and to build upon this

knowledge. Instead of valuing the child's growing control over convention, they tend to

notice only what the child does not yet control (Laminack & Wood, 1996).

Because spelling is such an emotionally-charged issue, spelling instruction has

become highly politicized and sometimes it has even become a primary indicator of the

success or failure of our schools. Sandra V/ilde (1996) states that, "in away, the debate

about spelling is part of a larger controversy about who controls education, what
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children's and teachers'lives in classrooms should be like, and what literacy is" þ. 39).

In many places the government's response to this controversy has been to administer

standards tests to measure how well ow children are performing in relation to gradeJevel

expectations. These test scores make it possible to compare - countries, provinces, school

divisions, schools and classrooms - as a reflection of the quality of schooling that

children are receiving. It follows that if some children are not measuring up to children

in other jurisdictions, then standards can be raised to resolve this problem.

But are these test results valid indicators of the quality of children's education?

Alfie Kohn (1999) writes about the misunderstanding and implicit assumption that all

children need the same kind and amount of instruction to reach a certain goal. He argues

that such a position fails to appreciate that children's learning develops in different ways

and at different rates. From a teacher's perspective, the question is do such tests provide

information about the children in my classroom so that I can better support their learning?

As the govemment pushes for common standards, this creates pressure on school

divisions. In response to this pressure, school divisions direct their teachers toward

programs that view spelling as a linear, step-by-step process, with lesson plans that

follow a n¿urow sequence pattern. Teachers are advised to use these programs'

workbooks or suggested centers, freeing the teacher to attend to other writing issues.

When children struggle or do not meet the expectations that these programs promise, it

becomes easier to shift the blame to the child.

Is there a simple solution or a pre-packaged progtam that can create a stronger

speller or fix a struggling writer? Sometimes teachers who challenge these approaches,

pose questions or doubt the administrative decision making are not looked upon



favourably. Rather than viewing this kind of educational program as an opportunity for

professionals to converse or dialogue, instead, teachers feel they have been given a

directive for which they have had little or no input.

It might be easier for a teacher to 'Just go with the flow", rather than challenging

these decisions. A teacher wonders if her deeply held beliefs about how children leam

will be honored and whose responsibility it is to plan for spelling instruction in her

classroom? She asks whether the current climate strips her of her professional right to

decide how she should teach.

This study is situated within this wider, political context and sets the backdrop

within which I f,rnd myself as ateacher, who is attempting to understand and resolve the

tensions that I am feeling as an educator around spelling.



Introduction



"But... she doesn't teach spelling... or at least not the way we used to
Iearn it. We love the writing the kids do, the projects they are engaged
in, the way îhey use art to express themselves, and the poetry! It is a
great classroom with lots of energlt and new ídeas but shouldn't my child
be spelling all of her words correctly?" That phrase - it continues to ring
Ìn my ears, haunting me. An overheard conversation that I am not
supposed to hear. In my mind, I want to articulate every spelling endeavor
that we engage in over the course of a day. I want to say that it looks
dffirent, but it is there. We are attendíng to it. It matters, but it is not
the most important thing in our writerly lìves. Should it be? Why am I
doubting myse(? How did "spelling" become so personal? What am I
going to do about it? QNC Journal, I I/02/1998)

On Understanding My Discomfort

Many questions and wonderings begin to percolate in my mind, asl puzzle over a

single comment that slowly begins to eat away atme. I strive to live my beliefs in the

classroom and I am not sure whether to take a defensive or a reflective stance in response

to this comment. Spelling is not a ne\¡/ tension in my professional career. Every year I

browse professional books and articles, trying to re-invent ways that spelling could be

more innovative and progressive in my teaching. I am not in search of a recipe, but there

does seem to be a gap in the literature on spelling. While I believe the theoretical

understandings of language development are critical as a knowledge base for teachers, it

is ha¡d to visualize what spelling instruction might look like with children in classroom

settings, without real examples of this in the literature. At the other end of the spectrum,

I find it of little use to sift through scope and sequence guides, reading nifty tips that

simplify spelling through trite activities. Finding a way to approach spelling that is

consistent with my beliefs and that meets the children's needs is what compells me to

explore this topic.
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Spelling is a topic that is often avoided by teachers, and yet it is the one area that I

have a genuine desire to pursue. I would like to think spelling is just a part of my entire

writing program, though in the larger society its significance is so magnified that it has

become a highly visible discipline itself - one that is accuracy-based and subject to

constant measurement. Taking on spelling as a topic is a true inquiry for me - it is based

on genuine questions and something that is problematic for me in my teaching.

Exploring spelling means taking a risk, letting go of what I am currently doing and

operating outside of my comfort zone.

In addition to directives from government and the school division, I am immersed

in a larger teaching community and regularly listen to colleagues and consultants airing

their thoughts and concerns about spelling. It is evident that there is a wide range of

beliefs about spelling instruction among them, reflecting a myriad of opinions about

practices that will best help children to become competent spellers. Teachers are not all

in agreement about the best way to teach spelling. As mentioned above, in many

classrooms spelling appears to be a subject that stands outside of the writing process.

There are mandatory lists of grade level spelling words and spelling patterns to be

covered within a specific time. Teaching in response to children's constructed spelling is

considered to be too difficult, and because teachers have a limited knowledge base from

which to work, they often make decisions in the classroom that are not theoretically

grounded. Contradictions exist, for example, between what teachers believe about young

children's language development and their actual teaching practice. If as Sandra Wilde

(1996) states, that "spelling curriculum and instruction need to reflect the knowledge base

of the teacher, the developmental levels and needs of the students, and the desires of the
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community," I feel the need to broaden my own knowledge base and to determine how

this knowledge base might translate into practice with the children in my classroom.

This is my third year as a multi-age teacher. In a multi-age grouping, three grade

levels are intentionally placed together to form a community of learners. Children of

different ages, experiences and abilities learn together with an emphasis on the children's

needs and interests. Children are encouraged to be inquisitive, to take risks and to engage

in learning that involves real life experiences. Diversity is valued and children are

monitored in terms of their individual progress. As a teacher, this philosophical stance is

consistent with and supports what I believe about young children as learners. It is a

developmentally sound way to teach. It focuses on children as they grow and allows me

to build a rapport with them over a three year period. There is a sense of continuity. In

this regard it can also be extremely challenging, especially with those leamers who are

struggling in certain areas, forcing me to stretch as their teacher, seeking out all

possibilities and resources that I am able to find. I understand the dynamic nature of

development and know that children do not always follow a linear path or sequence. I

am sensitive to differences and value diversity in learners. Yet, it is hard to face the

reality that, at the end of our three years together in multi-age, there are still some

children who cannot spell commonly used words conventionally. Are my expectations

too high? Are they unrealistic? Are these pressures a result of the increasing emphasis

on standards testing and outcome-based assessment procedures that the government is

asking all Grade 3 teachers to implement? A supportive parent, who is also a teacher and

who happens to be teaching Grade 3, is feeling this crunch with her own son. I record a

note from her in my journal:



"Tannis, can you see any progress ín Grady's wríting/spelling at all? From
what I can see, I know he's not where he should be and that does have me
worried! Do you think he would benefit more wìth a 'wordfamily/phonetìc
approach' although... I notice that when he spells words that I know he has
learned, he continues to almost overemphasize the letter sounds as he spells
the word out, instead ofjust saying, 'Oh, I lçtow how to spell this.' Hís
learning strategies and retaining what he has learned has me bffied... I
guess what some of my concerns boil down to is the ELA exam! I'm afraid
he's going to fall to pieces unless a great miracle happens between now and
then! Do you have any of these concerns, or is iI just the ',mom,, in me, ,,tryíng

to be the teacher too" who is over-reacting about her chitd?? suggestions?
Is there extrahelp that he can get ot school?" (rNC Journal, 0I/12/Ig9g)

The panic and worry that these tests create concerns me, especially in light of my

understanding that learning to spell is developmental (Gentry,1987) and that children

construct their knowledge of the spelling system with experience. Are we doing what we

feel supports and nurtures children or are we allowing the government to pressure us to

implement assessment procedures that are inconsistent with what we know are in the best

interests of young children? Are we allowing kids to crumble? The pressure is mounting

for children to perform and for their teachers to focus on product rather than process.

Being a teacher who values spelling within the writing process, I have difficulty adopting

a view that places emphasis and time on only the end result, rather than on what children

are doing and learning as they write.

I do not consider myself a naive person. I know there will always be constraints

within a system. The significant stakeholders - parents, administrators, school divisions,

and society, as a whole - need to better understand what we are doing with spelling and

need to be shown how we are teaching spelling in the classroom. Rather than the endless

talk about being accountable to these concemed stakeholders, I prefer to think of my own

professional responsibility in learning more about spelling and looking closely at my
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practice, using the children as my "curricular informants" (Harste, Woodward, & Burke,

1984).In fact, this is where my journey begins, with an examination of my current beliefs

about learning and how this impacts the spelling instruction that I engage in with the

children in my classroom.



"Indeed, the kind of teacher that we are reflects the kind of life that we lead. The same
may be said of our students" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988, p. 27).

I will always maintain that the personal and professional spheres of my life are

interconnected - I simply cannot separate them. My classroom reflects who I am.

Who I am as a leamer is no different from who I am as a teacher. While my

understandings of inquþ are evolving, they are embedded in the notion of inquiry as a

stance. Inquiry is central to the way in which I view my life. I believe in "the action of

asking" (Lindfors, 1999:ix) as a way of coming to know something. When I explore my

questions, new understandings surface and then I delve deeper, to investigate significant

issues that are currently important to me. Being a reflective practitioner has me thinking

about the why's and how's of what I do. While engaging in reflection, I unpack my own

thinking, but I also find ways to broaden my knowledge, support my learning and

negotiate how something may be or may not be consistent with my life view, experiences

and crurent philosophical framework about life and about teaching. Inquiry is cyclical in

nature for me, with the asking of initial questions, pursuing these questions with more

depth and developing new questions which are based on my newly created

understandings.

As a teacher who engages in inquiry with young children, curriculum

development is a social process - with learners and the teacher collaborating together to

make decisions based on the experience and needs of a specific community of leamers

(Short & Burke, 1991). There is an understanding that we learn with and from one

another, and in doing so we build a community. In an inquiry cycle, the members of a

The Role of Inquiry In Learning

11
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learning community make personal connections and observations, they share their

thinking and actions in process, they shift perspectives, they attend to surprises, they

present findings, they reflect on their learning, and they plan new actions based on their

more sophisticated and informed understandings (Berghofï, Egawa, Harste, & Hunan,

2000).

In an inquirl, the background experiences that children bring to school are

celebrated and built upon, as children pose questions they truly wonder about. Inquiry

encourages curiosity in children and because their questions are important to them, the

learning that evolves is meaningful, relevant and authentic to their lives. These questions

have a spiralling effect and lead to the asking of more questions, ones that reflect a higher

level of thinking. Inquiry is "not just a set of activities; it is putting into action a system

of beliefs that highlights both action and reflection in learning and teaching" (Short &

Burke, I99l). Coming to understand something with breadth, depth and an appreciation

is central to determining what is worth doing.

An inquiry has elements of choice, decision making and reflection which further

inform and define the curriculum that develops within the classroom learning

environment. These processes are ongoing and lead to deeper understandings, new

questions and empower learners in their quest for knowledge. Inquiry is open ended,

allowing children to sort through information and to be problem posers and problem

solvers (Freire, 1985). Children are a critical part of the evolution within a study, as I

listen carefully to their questions and conversations. One of the teacher's roles is to set

the frameworks for an inquiry. Inquiry is intentional and highly organized even though

there is room for thinking about diverse ways to explore a topic and where learners'
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questions drive the process (Short, Burke, Harste, 1996). Teachers organize and plan

around big ideas, outlining limitless potentials and possibilities within a study; they

practice effective "kidwatching" (Y. Goodman, 1978) and use their observations to help

inform what they plan; and, they demonstrate flexibility, seeing opportunities before they

happen and capitalizing upon the directions that children show interest in pursuing. My

voice and input as a teacher is equally as important as the children's, as I, too, am a

member of that community. There is a sense of negotiation and a fine balance is struck

between what the children bring to the experience and my own professional

understandings of teaching, learning and young children's development.

Finally, we draw upon curriculum disciplines when exploring an inquiry with

young children, bringing multiple perspectives to a topic specific to an area of study. V/e

may view the world from an entymologist's perspective in a study of bees orwe may take

on the perspective of a marine biologist in a study of whales. The reason for taking on

these perspectives is that they allow us to explore a topic using each discipline's

questions, processes and tools for learning; which inform the inquiry in unique and

specific ways. Children are invited to represent their knowledge in multiple ways, such

as through art, drama or music.

My own understandings and beliefs about inquiry are solid and I recogruzethat

everything I believe about learning lends itself to the notion of collaborative inquiry.

This foundation lays the groundwork for everything that I do. However, Bean and

Bouffler (1997) challenge me to look critically at my current language teaching practices

in relation to collaborative inquiry, when they declare that, "how you go about teaching

spelling and proofreading very much depends not only on your understanding of spelling
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but also on what you believe about the way children leam" (p. 19). My beliefs are largely

consistent, but I am faced with dissonance when I consider how my current spelling

teaching practices fit within my theory of language learning and collaborative inquiry.

Examining my classroom practice through this lens, gives me the opportunity to

investigate how my interactions are or are not consistent with my beliefs.
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Language Learning and Collaborative Inquiry: Separate Entities

Language and literacy permeates everything we do; children listen, speak, read,

write, view and represent within the context of our topic of study. My current point of

view is that spelling has a place within the context of authentic writing. I believe it is a

"tool that writers use to make their thoughts more understandable to an audience, not as

an end to itself' (Wilde, 1992,p.9). Our learner-centered environment values reading

and writing, as well as gives children purposeful opportunities for learning about spelling.

The way my classroom environment is structured reveals a lot of what I believe about

language learning. I am committed to giving children big blocks of time to pursue their

writing in depth. V/riting invitations are extended that are relevant to the thematic study

we are currently engaged in, so that the children's writing can be set within a context, as

they explore different genre forms. I believe in inviting children to engage in diverse

writing topics, ones that validate their thoughts, their noticings and their very existence

(Calkins, I99I). Children are given choice and ownership to pursue writing and drawing,

using both as tools to express themselves and to communicate with others. It is important

for me to know the children in my classroom as individuals so that I can further their

learning in appropriate ways during writing conferences. I am also convinced that

learning is a social endeavor, reflective of the small and large group interactions around

the room. I regularly carry a clipboard around to observe different group dynamics, in

addition to taking note of each child's writing development.

Because I believe that spelling is a part of the reading-writing-composing process,

I look for teaching opportunities that address the children's various needs, developmental

levels and interests in language learning. We may do this through the close examination
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of a poem we are reciting, while enjoying the playfulness of language in a book during a

read aloud or through mini-lessons that help children discover and explore comrnon

spelling patterns and rules in the English language. I encourage young children to write

words the way they think they should be spelled, using functional spellings. This allows

the children to be writers from the first day of school. The children use resources around

the room, such as signs, books, charts, poetry and agendas, in addition to personal and

classroom dictionaries. We take time to highlight children's work on the overhead

projector, invite their classmates' response, and I offer constructive feedback regarding

notable spelling strategies or pattems I have observed in their writing. I occasionally

write a daily edit that we work through together, wherein we explore coûtmon language

enors the children make, and we use this activity as a springboard for further

conversation. Children are also encouraged to proofread and edit any writing that goes

on to a frnal draft or publication.

I am relatively comfortable with the way I approach spelling within the writing

process, however I feel a sense of dissatisfaction when I think about how my current

spelling instructional practices fit with my beließ about collaborative inquiry. I feel

myself wanting to find a balance between encouraging children to use interesting words

and self-chosen r¡¿riting topics that generate much excitement and needing to stuess the

importance of caring about conventions using conventional spelling when writing for an

audience beyond themselves. There is a constant push and pull within me. The

following "critical incidents" (Newman, 1991) relate "moments which have forced me to

stand back and examine my beliefs and my teaching critically" @.246) as I try to deal

with this tension.
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One writing ritual that tries to attend to this balance is our weekly letter to

families, entitled T.W.A.S. T.V/.A.S. is an acronym for This Week At School. Each

Friday the children share with their families some interesting anecdotes about their

learning or significant events - from their perspective - for that week. This purposeful

endeavor gives the children an authentic reason to write, keeping conventions in mind.

This weekly record also provides documentation of their writing development over the

year. Time is set aside during this engagement for me to individually conference with

children about their writing. Often I will stop to note possible mini-lessons that seem

necessary for us to deal with as a whole class. 'While 
this takes a significant amount of

time each Friday morning, it seems well worth the effort. It is the one time of the week I

have the chance to preview each individual child's work with them and to use my

observations of their collective work to plan mini-lessons for the following week.

Before the children begin to write we have a conversation about something I have

observed that they, as a group, have done well the week prior in their T.'W.A.S. On this

particular day, I comment on the children's use of conversation to make their writing

more interactive for their reader, and how they have expanded upon an idea and stretched

it, adding detail to their writing.

Figure 1. Maynard's T.W.A.S. entry



As we look at Maynard's piece of writing on the overhead, I begin to share my

observations with the children.

"I notice that people are starting to think hard about what they want to say and
are being selective about what they are writing instead ofwriting a new idea þr
each sentence or listing all the thìngs that we've done this week. Here are afew
examples (selected children read their pìeces aloud). In Maynard's piece, I like
how it sounds like she is talking to her Mom and Dad, as if they were right here.
When she reads her T.l4/.A.5. to them, they'll have to respond back to her,
answering her questions." (fNC Journal, l0/09/1998)

I am pleased to see the children attending to rich content, noting that their writing

holds meaning for them and that T.W.A.S. is a means through which they communicate

weekly with their family about school.

We also set a goal or a challenge to work at before they start writing for that day.

I ask the children to consider the following, before coming to edit with me:

"Something I'd like you to think about thìs weekwhen you're writing is your
spelling. IV'hen you're proofreading, I want you to try to choose words that don't
Iook quite right to you and circle them, so that we can "Høve A Go" whenwe
conference together. I also want you to try to use any other strategies or
resources around the room to help you with your spelling." (TNC Journal,
r0/09/98)

I really want them to pay more attention to the conventions in their writing,

without changing the content. I want to help them lift the quality of their writing. What

some children produce is not what I anticipate.
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Figure 2. Amy's T.W.A.S. entry
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What have I done? What do the children think I have asked for? The writing is

pretty stagnant and not very interesting. It is safe and secure as most of these words are

clearly written around the classroom. I am filled with disappointment. Am I sending

mixed messages? Am I undoing what we have worked so hard to build? Is there a happy

medium? My emphasis began with the writing itself - the richness of language, the

noticing of details, the emotions associated with an event - all of which I hoped would

allow children to live writerly lives (Calkins, 1991). This is an important goal of mine as

a teacher of writing, yet I walk a fine line. I feel it is also my responsibility to suggest

possibilities for refining their writing, both the content and form. But, I do not want to

inadvertently turn open invitations into closed assignments or to make a task dull or

mundane. If I do this, writing becomes merely an exercise in spelling correctly.

The children confidently approach me at their writing conference on this

particular day, knowing that most of the words they have spelled are correct. They are.

But, do I want the children to merely cooperate with me and my wishes or do I want them

to genuinely care and collaborate with me in their spelling endeavors?

Tyler forces me to re-think my beliefs. He shows awareness of the importance of

conventions and yet I hold back, trying to convince him that conventions are secondary to

the message he wants to communicate.

Tyler and I are settling downfor a conference to look at his writing.
He wants to write a joke to be read on the morning announcements.
Tyler knows that the principal needs to be able to readwhat he has
written, so he is reading his writing to me, for the second time, with
his pencil poised in his hand, ready to do some beginning'editíng'.
On his paper, he has written, WT DU U COL A PRPL CW? (tT/hat
do you call a purple cow?)
"Help me spell all the words rigltt," he tells me.

"You've done a good job. I think Mrs. Hartman will be able to read
ít," I tell him.



"NO! I need to know the right way to spell these words," he protests.
"Can you get your personal dìctíonary?" I ask. He runs to the bin
which holds his personal dictionary.
"Wuh, wuh, wuh, I'm lookingfor 'what'... where do Ifind it? Is it at
the beginning or at the end? Is it a'y'? Wuh-uh¿uh." He rapidly
flips through the pages, not lvtowingwhere to start.

Tyler is a risk taker who spells words according to what he knows and has a

desire and concern for spelling accuracy. He is aware that spelling plays a role in his

ability to communicate with the school principal. Tyler trusts that I will help him with

this important task and I feel like I have let him down. As I observe Tyler, I am faced

with a dilemma: I want to convey the importance of conventional spelling to him, as he

is writing for an outside audience, but I also want to value his approximations and have

him work towards convention through a process of his own. Most of all, I want to

convey my belief in him as a writer. I am hesitant to give Tyler the spelling of a word,

worrying that this action might encourage him to become dependent on me to spell words

he does not know. The action I did suggest - that he look in his personal dictionary - is

frustrating him. I recogtnze it is too soon to expect him to find the words in any kind of

personal or class dictionary, because he does not yet have enough knowledge ofthe

letters in each word. I want Tyler to experience success and yet his need to spell

conventionally is urgent and requires a split second decision on my part. How do I both

support my belief system and serve his immediate need?

Personal dictionaries are a spelling resource in our classroom, though I wonder to

myself if they are more decorative than functional, making it look as if we are attending

to spelling in a familiar and comforting way to parents. Most teachers I know have these

dictionaries proudly on display, whereas I have them hidden in a bin. It is evident that

most children do not find this resource either useful or interactive. It seems to be a record
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of past needs, rather than being a tool that creates new meanings or generates excitement

about language for the children. In Tyler's case, I believe that I have imposed this tool

before he is developmentally ready to use it. The personal dictionary provides me with a

surface "accormtability", but it is not really serving a purposeful role for some of the

children in the class.

Both of the above critical incidents help me to recognize that maybe this kind of

"balance" is not what the children need or what I want. In my heart, I know I am not

seeking a balanced instructional approach, which amounts to nodding in the direction of a

few skills activities that add to the curriculum I am trying to shape. Curriculum has to be

more than just a grab bag of activities. At times, I feel like I am working too hard and

expending too much energy presenting a smorgasboard of ideas, mostly to show

something tangible to parents. I wonder if the myriad of spelling activities in our

classroom have been attempts to cover a mandatory spelling curriculum. Instead, should

I not be searching for alternative spelling framewords that will better support the teaching

and my own learning v¡ithin the classroom?

As I contemplate my commitnent to the role of inquiry in young children's

learning, I feel more convinced that something is not right about the way I am presently

perceiving spelling. In our classroom, I believe, as Shelley Harwayne states (2001), that

"the writing process approach and spelling instruction do support one another" @227).

What is less obvious to me is how spelling and collaborative inquiry support one another

in our learning community. At this point, they seem to be separate entities, existing

parallel to one another, but not interconnecting, as I feel they should.
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I am uncertain about how to approach our language learning differently. While

there is room for student choice and ownership in the reading and writing that we do,

much of the strategy instruction tends to be more teacher directed or at least teacher

chosen (based on observations) and not as much a collaborative inquiry where we share

the decision making as a leaming community. While children write for a variety of

reasons, across curriculum areas and engage in open-ended writing possibilities, spelling

seems to exist outside of this collaborative inquiry framework. I understand the

authoring cycle (Short & Harste, 1996) where children build from the known, take time

to find questions for inquiry, gair;'new perspectives, attend to differences, share what they

learn, plan new inquiries and take thoughtful new action. We live this in our classroom

as readers, writers and inquirers. But when I view spelling as just one part of this writing

process, I have a hard time conceptualizing how it could become part of an inquþ cycle.

While I begin from where children are developmentally, I rarely take the time to help

them find their questions or to see spelling as an opporhrnity to inquire. While spelling is

something we attend to, it does not seem to have the substance that would afford the kind

of inquiry studies we normally engage in. There are always aspects of a study that pique

all children's interests and the generation of new knowledge always ignites a spark in our

classroom. Yet, if I believe in the power of collaborative inquiry, then I feel the need to

make some shifts in what v¡e are currently doing with spelling. It is this tension that

begins my year-long curriculum inquþ into the role of spelling in the learning of the

children in my classroom.



As with any inquiry process \¡/e engage in, the cycle begins with an initial shared

experience that draws out each learner's personal experiences and knowledge, questions

and wonderings. The professional literature about spelling, my conversations with

others, and the political tensions I feel push me to extend my learning and to ask

questions that pertain to the particular group of students I am teaching. My personal

inquiry begins with the following thoughts:

How do the children envision themselves as language leqrners? Do they
even think of themselves in this way? How can I empower them to think
of themselves in this way? How do children learn about and come to know
about patterns, rules and strategies? If children learn to talk by listening
to others, trying phrases out and 'inventing' language, how can they do
this around spelling with their classmates? What kinds of rich examples
can we demonstrate for one another? Is spelling dffirent ín a child's
world than in an adult's? Ifwritingfor an audience requires children to
take a second look at their writing, am I saying that ít doesn't matter at
other times? Canwe have some sense ofresponsibilityfor one another?
(INC Journal, I 0/ I 6/ I 998)

My questions cannot be answered in isolation and require the children and their

experiences in the classroom to inform my planning. Thinking of a way to set up and

plan a curricular inquiry about spelling poses an initial challenge. I struggle with

knowing how or where to begin. In a content area study, we may take an excursion to a

related site, interview an expert in their field or engage in some fascinating hands-on

materials that allow children to explore an idea further. This generates enthusiasm and

we proceed from this engagement, exploring our questions and wonderings. But

spelling... how could I "build from the knolryn" (Short, Burke, Harste, 1996) and facilitate

a conversation that would allow the children to reflect upon their personal experiences

and knowledge of spelling, as well as articulate their questions?

Planning the CurrÍculum Inquiry Around Spelling
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My first attempt at approaching an inquiry about spelling is to treat it like a

content area study and to ask questions that may raise anomalies or wonderings for this

group of students. This discussion has the potential to make our thought processes

explicit and can become a coûrmon experience from which we base our firrther

explorations into spelling. I am thinking ahead to how children can document this

experience, making the process of their thinking visible. My hopes are high as I receive

the children's blank stares when trying to generate their wonderings about spelling as a

topic. The conversation becomes much more teacher-directed than I am comfortable

with, but I proceed to ask more specific questions such as: "What is hard for you about

spelling? What do you wonder about? What questions do you have? What are you

discovering as a speller?" All of these questions are an attempt to frame the process and

to see if the children can articulate what they seem interested in pursuing, giving me a

lead-in or a place to start. While the children are active participants and have some

interesting questions, it becomes evident that we are only touching upon the surface.

Their questions are not really relevant to the process that I see us engaging in. They ask,

"'Who decided to call spelling, spelling?" "'Who invented words?" "Who invented

spelling?" They also see spelling as needing to be "correct" and being about

"memorizing words I need to know". Despite my efforts to move them into a new

conversation, the children are looking for factual information and there are no significant

leads that have the potential to take us in an interesting direction. At this point, I realize

we can not proceed in quite the same manner as'we would with an inquiry study and so I

search for another angle from which to develop a meaningful curriculum around spelling.
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My second attempt comes by surprise, when I decide to dust offa diagnostic

baseline assessment test that I am required to administer. My own frustration is not with

the test itself, but how I have seen it used - by teachers who view it as a tool that keeps

them looking accountable, as they display the test marks to parents at conference times to

show improvement or lack of improvement. Every year I go through the motions of

giving this test because I have to, but this year I decide to lessen the formality of the test

and take small groups aside during our Choice Time, to informally observe the children

in this kind of situation. All of the children around the table are ones with whom I have

relationships and so I feel that they will be comfortable in this somewhat ununusual and

unnatural situation. I do not demand silence or limit conversation, which I suppose some

may say would limit the validity of this test. As someone who questions the validity of

this kind of test in the first place and who would choose not to make this a regular

practice in her classroom, I ironically gain considerable insight into spelling from the

children's conversations (indeed, more insights than I have gained from my attempts to

approach spelling as an inquiry, at the onset of this particular week). I begin to listen to

this thoughtful group of children who think out loud as they are given a random list of

words.

The children are anticipating the next word thøt I will read on the
'master' Iist. I read number I3 - bell. "The fire bell rang." Brennon
smiles and loolrs around to see if others have made any connections.
He obviously has. He is sure of how to spell bell. He whispers to me,
"Easy - it's my lqst name."
"Number 16 - may. Mother, rnqwe go skating?"
Maynard calls out, saying, "That's like my name everyone, except it is
without the ending." Most children nod their heads, knowingly.
Brad pipes in, "It's also like the month that my birthday is in!"
All these connections that bring meaning to the words they are spellíng.
"Number 19 - ill. The babywas ilJ."
"V[hat does ill mean?" Gregor asks.



"It's the same as the word sick," Steve says.

"Would that be like in my dad's name, Bill?" Amy wonders quíetly.
"Or like, until?"

Language learning is personal and children obviously make connections between

what they know best in a new situation. Their own names and their classmates'names

are an integral part of the environmental print that has been the focus of our attention

since the beginning of the year. Both Brennan and Maynard visualize their names when

thinking about how to spell a word. Brad knows that his birthday falls in the month of

May and recognizes that even though this is not the same kind of "may" in the sentence,

he has some background information upon which to base his thinking. Amy rþmes the

word "ill" with her dad's name, Bill, making a functional connection to what she already

knows. She also raises an interesting question for herself, noting that "until" could

possibly have a relationship to the word, "ill". This conversation confirms for me that

spelling is more than memonzation. I agree with Sandra Wilde (1991) when she says,

An important point to remember is thqt when spellings are constructed
out of our lcnowledge obout language rather than just remembered, the
spelling is an invented one even if it happens to be correct. 'Invention'
refers to the process, not the product (p.4).

These children are constructing meaning and are doing much better than just making

random guesses or relying on memorizedrecall. They are drawing upon their previous

knowledge and are taking information they are confident about and applying it in a new

situation. Amy exhibits spelling as a thought process. Gregor's point is well taken - how

often in the English language do we use the word 'ill'? I would guess that Gregor has not

heard this word and has probably never encountered it in his reading. It is fascinating

that this thought collective reviews what they know about language in order to make a

deliberate decision. Can this be what spelling is all about?
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The community's collaborative attempts add depth to an individual's attempts.

Members of the group can inform one another and support individual learners. I wonder

if articulating strategies and understandings in "kid terms" are more easy to understand

when their peers present these ideas.

The Schonell spelling test does not serve as a valuable baseline assessment for me

in my classroom. In fact it does not help to determine which spelling group I want to

channel the children into, it does not assist me in developing graded word lists, and it is

not useful as a comparative statement for parents in letting them know how their children

are progressing as spellers. However, it does open a door to the possibilities that exist

when children are given the opportunity to make their thinking public and are encouraged

to articulate the strategies that they use when required to spell a word. It also helps me to

shape my thinking and clarify what a spelling invitation within an inquiry may look like.

We do not always need an activity or a specific initial experience to shape our

curriculum. It is often much more helpful to observe and listen carefully to the children,

jumping in or capitalizingupon their wonderings as they happen in the classroom. This

experience is a critical one as it begins to cast spelling in a different light. It begins to

change the way I think about children leaming how to spell and their ability to make

connections.

The following excerpt is my third attempt to build upon the collective knowledge

base within the classroom. It begins with a look at the children's "Have A Go" @outman,

1991) sheets. A "Have A Go" is done in the editing stage of the writing process where

children choose words they know are misspelled and work through various attempts to

spell the word correctly. The children are often guided through a process and asked to
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think about various strategies they know when attempting the standard spelling. This

example confirms the importance of allowing the children to draw upon the connections

they have already made and to spend time capitalizing upon the vast knowledge base

within our own classroom community.

'Ph'or'F'?
I'm with my oldest children on the carpet during word study time. My intent
is to look at their "Have A Go" sheets and talk about why they thinkwe're doing
this 'exercise' and how it relates to their writing process. I've photocopied a
few of their "Have A Go" sheets because I want to inítiate a conversatÌon about
what I've noticed that children are doing when they're thinking about spelling.
V[/e're looking at Brad's sheet. His copy word ís spelled g-r-a-f. On his first
try, he spells it 'g-r-a-p-h'. I ask him, "How did you know on your first try that
graph ended with a ph? "
Brad replies with a, "I just knew"...
Braeden then interjects and says, "When I read'Phoebe' in the Magic School
Bus, I thought it should have startedwith an F, but it was a'Ph'.
ll'hat a startling discovery. Braeden's not only connecting his reading to his
writing, but also has made sense(I would guess) of the television show where he
heard the word, 'Phoebe'. We talk about this some more, after I've made a
dramatic production of his discovery. I remember out loud when I first sqw the
word'Phoebe', that I pronounced it "Phobe". The kids laugh. How did I ever
make the connection that the word was "Phoebe"? Probably because I met
someone with that name and realized that I hsd been mispronouncing it.
Braeden adds, "Ralphie, who is also a character in the Magic School Bus has a
'ph' in hîs name, too."
ll'e start generating a list of 'ph'words the kids lcnow. I am amazed at how many
words they know that have the 'ph'at the beginning. They aren't naming
any words that begin with 'f . How clearly they can share thís informatíon and
more importontly, how engaging this is for the other children, who can contribute
to the conversation in'kid terms'. (TNC, Journal, 11/29/1998)
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As in the Schonell spelling story, the children are building from what they know.

They use this opportunity as away of exploring their knowledge of language and create

new understandings based on their current use of spelling within their writing. The

children have the ability to make generalizations about spelling rules and to apply them to

different situations. My question has allowed us to generate new meaning together.

The children's explanations as well as their various language experiences demonstrate

their knowledge about the use of 'ph' and of 'f, rather than me simply telling them. This

is a thinking-centered curriculum where children are contributing their understandings
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Figure 3. 'Ph' and'F' "Have A Go" sheet
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and looking for new examples and explanations for the discovery Brad makes. Brad's

piece of writing is a catalyst for this discussion, and yet it is Braeden who capitalizes

upon the discovery and shares his experience, creating a much richer conversation than

we could have had in a one-on-one conference situation. My role is as a facilitator,

adding to the conversation and guiding the process.

Significant to this experience is the excitement that the process generates for the

children and the recognition that they can, indeed, generate knowledge together and teach

one another. The children help me to see that "building from the known" (Short, Harste,

Burke, 1996) is more than just using my observations of the children and building upon

these findings. It can also mean providing the children with a meaningful context - one

which will allow them to explore and make connections they have not made before, and

one which will allow time for them to share what they have learned so that they can act as

resowces for one another. I feel confident about creating a forum for more children to

add their voices to this beginning conversation and to plarrning curriculum engagements

that will allow them to examine their understandings of language and their learning

process.
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Chapter Two:
Curriculum Engagements
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The WOW WalI: Approaching Spelling as a Collaborative Inquiry

"As students move into focused inquiry, they need othe¡s to think with in order
to explore their issues more deeply and intensely. Because we believe that it is
through collaboration that students gain new perspectives and outgrow their
current selves, we wanted to encourage students to form groups where they are
pushed to consider new ideas and to explain their thinking to others" (Short,
Burke & Harste, 1996,p.271).

All this talk about language begins to create a hum in the room, as the children

offer new perspectives, reflect upon their spelling insights and show a genuine interest in

one another's writing discoveries. New questions are being generated, small epiphanies

are being made, and we all start to think about how we may organize and display our new

knowledge. The children suggest that they could record what they are learning in their

personal dictionary, but recognize thatthis alphabetically organized resource has limited

use. Not only do these words get tucked away, leaving them "out of sight, out of mind",

but the dictionaries do not teach the important conversations they are having with one

another. We are looking at more than just words and want to remember our discussions

and foster new connections as children read, write and spell in the classroom. I want the

children to have away to visually placehold their discoveries so they can build upon their

current learning, as it evolves, changes and grows as rile pursue what is beginning to feel

like an inquiry around language. We share the desire to create a paper trail that will

illushate the spelling curriculum that is emerging and that will map out our thinking for

future reference.

Since we are starting to approach spelling as a collaborative inquiry and to move

into more focused engagements, the pressure is on to maintain the momentum and to

extend the children's conversations in a planned, but not contrived manner. After
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receiving an email from Wayne Serebrin, I re-think the name I have given to what we call

"\¡/ord study" time.

"... I would suggest that you call this time "language study" as opposed
to "word study" because the issues will be larger than words. You and the
children talk about your common strategies (you make these visible and
public), and yet the "what" --where, when... each of you learned what you
learned is unique to your personal experience."

It makes sense to view spelling as language, not as a specific set of skills or words that

we are studying. Learning about words seems skill-based. Learning about language

seems like an inquiry. This is more consistent with my set of beliefs. Michael Halliday

(1975) has helped me to understand that in any meaningful language experience, children

have the opportunity to learn language, leam about language, and learn through language.

A meaningful spelling experience should have the same implications, providing the

opportunity to leam spelling, learn about spelling, and learn through spelling. This time

together, where we look at examples of writing or highlight spelling patterns and

strategies within a meaningful context, is newly named Language Study. It opens doors

to the possibility of exploring and generating ideas that add to our existing knowledge

base as a classroom community. This new mindset has me listening and looking around

the classroom in new ways during writing time.

Bryn and Amelia begin, what I think, is the first shift in our thinking and address

Halliday's (1975) notion of learning spelling, learning about spelling and learning

through spelling, while engaged in the process of inquiry. The children are involved in

different writing invitations, in response to their reading of The Bear. by Raymond

Briggs. Ameli4 while writing a letter to the author, comes to a spot in her writing that is

puzzlng for her.
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I thought the fìrst page was neat because the bear was coming in. It started small and got biger.

Amelia is in the middle of writing an interesting idea. I watch her stop and linger for a

few moments. She walks over to the recycling bin and writes the word out once. She

carefully looks at it and shakes her head. She cautiously asks, "Is this the way to spell

'bigger'?" I assume she anticipates my upcoming remark. "Hmm... does it look right to

you?" She smiles and says, "No, but... I want to try to "Have A Go"... if I can think of a

word that rþmes with it, it may help me." She is aware of the strategies she can use. I

nod and tell her to come back in a couple of minutes to share what she discovers. She

wanders over to her table and starts to talk with all of the children. I am with another

child having a writing conference, but before I know it Amelia is back.

Figure 4. Reading response of The Bear - Amelia
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"So? What did you find?" I ask her. 'Well, I've tried it a number of ways and it

still doesn't look right. V/e did find a word that rþmes with bigger," she says. "It's

Tigger." I am grinning now and we both look at each other knowingly. I have made a

connection, but I want Amelia to make the same connection that I have. "Hmm... I

wonder who is an expert about Winnie the Pooh in this class?" I say aloud. It comes as

no surprise when she exclaims, "Bryn!" Bryn is our resident expert on Winnie the Pooh.

His notebook has Tigger on it, he has Disney clothing, and his bedroom walls are

adorned with Winnie the Pooh paper. After being together for 3 years, I know in a
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second that Amelia will make this connection to one of her loved friends. She shuffles

over.

They talk for just a moment. As I watch from across the room, I see Bryn

beaming. They are nodding their heads and Amelia comes over and says, "I've got it

now. Bryn knew." I ask her to get Bryn and come and tell me about how they make this

discovery.

T: Amelia, I want you to tell me, what happened when you were spellíng in your
letter to Roymond Briggs, the author of The Bear... tell me what happened when
you got to the word 'bigger' and you were puzzled about how to spell it.
A: lVell, I had a "Have A Go" and I can't remember how many times I tried it.
T: It/hy did you decide that you didn't lcnow how to spell 'bigger'? What made

. you make that decísion?
A: Well, because I didn't lcnow that there were two 'g's'.
T: Okay... so how didyou come to lcnow that? You "had a Eo", thenwhat?
A: And then...umm...I went to Bryn and asked how he would spell 'Tigger'...
T: What didyou say, Bryn?
B: It's spelled T, I, double /g/(guh), er
T: Where have you heard that beþre?
B: When Tigger says his nome a lot in the movies.
T: So, what does he say? T, I, double /g/, er. Now, how did you remember that?
B: ll'ell, it is so easy to remember because I usually watch Winnie the Pooh
movies on... ummm... I have a lot of W'innie the Pooh videos, and ín the first
movie, he does that.

This story involves children consulting one another dwing writing process time,

sharing their background knowledge and conferencing about a topic relevant to their

spelling (writing) inquiry. They draw upon their connections to books and movies, while

demonstrating the power of their relationships - knowing one another as learners and

capitalizing upon different children's interests and strengths. Bryn's area of expertise in

V/innie the Pooh comes as no surprise, yet he demonstrates that he can use his knowledge

to assist Amelia in an entirely different context than he normally would. He relates his

experience of this loved creature within a language context, helping Amelia figwe out the
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spelling of 'bigger'. Together, they pursue this inquiry, doing as Harste (1993) says,

"creating, critiquing and transcending their present realities" (p.5). Amelia seeks

knowledge from Bryn, making an authentic connection with him in a way that I, as her

teacher, cannot. I may have given her an example (perhaps, removed from her

experience), give her a rule about doubling the consonant, or I may have drawn upon

other words that have a similar pattern. None of these demonstrations would have the

same power that Bryn's teaching has had for her.

I decide to let this inquiry take center stage at our mini-lesson the next morning.

'We gather together and I begin by sharing all my wonderings and my personal inquiry

questions about children learning how to spell.

"I wonder how children make sense of spelling and as I talkwith you, I
find that you lmow some fascinating kinds of things that I think are worth
sharing at our group time. I am excited about what you teach me because
it is like we are discovering new things together that will help us as spellers.
It's kind of like when we acted like entymologists when we did our study of
tnsects and when we acted as historians when we did our Long Ago study
qnd..." (INC Journal, 03/I2/1999)

Jayson intemrpts me, "Well, it is like a scientist too, when we acted like scientists

with the white lab coats... a scientist discovers things that the world hasn't discovered yet

- like my dad!"

"Yes, Jayson," I say, nodding my head in agreement. "That's exactly what it is.

We're trying to discover things that we may not have discovered before in this classroom

or it may just be that we re-discover something we have always known but have never

shared together. It may be new information to someone in the class. I'm going to call it a

V/OW because when I hear you talking about it, I think, "'Wow! That's aneat discovery!"

It is something that we need to share with everyone."
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From a disciplinary perspective, we are acting as language learning researchers,

pursuing a specific focus on spelling. We are in the midst of exploring what this research

process looks like through mini-lessons, conferences and strategy sharing experiences. I

proceed by asking Amelia and Bryn to share their discovery with the group. "This is

definitely our first "wow!", Ms. Nishibata-Chan," Craig says as the group is chanting in a

whispery voice, "T-I-double /g/(guh)-er". In the back of my head, I'm thinking of the

'doubling of the consonant' rule and thinking about how we can apply this to a future

mini-lesson. This is the first real lead that we are exploring and the thought of making

discoveries and inquiring about spelling fascinates the children. Amelia and Bryn record

their discovery on a fläshcard-like piece of paper, taking time to carefully illustrate the

card so that children who may not be able to read the word, will notice the tiger-like

stripes on the letters. A couple of days later, Amelia and Bryn pull a child from another

classroom aside and ask to take a snapshot ofher t-shirt, so that this can be yet another

prompt, reminding the class of this first "wow" that they discovered. They impress upon

me the importance of using altemate sign systems, such as art and the photograph, as

another way of creating and sharing meaning with their younger classmates.

Figure 5. "Tigger" WOW
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I have also brought Erin's postcard from Disneyland with me to this discussion, so

he can talk about a conversation that we have had earlier on in the week. This story takes

place the first day back after spring break. Erin bounces into the classroom, having just

arrived back from a trip to Disneyworld, eager to tell us of his travels. He has a postcard

clutched in his hand and passes it to me, as he emerges from the coatroom. He asks if he

can read it to me later and then quickly escapes to the carpet where all of the other

children are awaiting his stories. We wait until before recess and his eyes sparkle as he

proceeds to read his postcard to me:

Dear fls,ry,c,@),cerõí,

T,y;n,'¡föf,;iy^iïå",-!A#Jryl"fl{l.T,l!' f tk' "¡ Wøl+j'; åi,;,,i f#[Ë

Dear Ms. N.C. The best ride was Test Track because it felt like you were going to fall on the ground. The
scariest ride was the Tower of Terror because you drop 13 stories down. The second scariest ride was
Splash Mountain because at the end there is a big waterfall that you go down and there is a briar patch at
the end. Love, Erin.

f,or,jå',f pi#iíll!ñ#ií{,i#
?tri'f r,Wllln,1f,.ffi:,./-{lÅ
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Erin stops and looks up at me sheepishly. "I know thaf groyned isn't right because

it doesn't look right, but I didn't feel like correcting it, because I wrote in pen," he says.

"Interesting,that you noticed it didn't look right. Good spellers notice those kinds of

things," I say. He continues to read. After reading the whole postcard, Erin's finger

travels back to the word groyned. "I know how to spell 'ground', you know." "You do?"

I pretend to be surprised. "Yes, it's g-r-o-u-n-d. I was just playing and not thinking too

much." He smiles.

P :'::: ÈJii i,,l i,i"' ;:
P lash thouttlen

Figure 6. Erin's postcard
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As we recall the beginnings of this story for the class, we place Erin's postcard on

the overhead so he can talk about his writing and his discovery. The rest of the class is

all ears as he says, "'When I was writing, I knew that ground didn't look right to me, but I

wrote it that way anyways." The children are nodding their heads, agreeing that it doesn't

quite look right to them. "Let's HAVE A GO," someone exclaims. This is what is

generated:

.groyned

. groned

. ground

"Let's make a list of other rþming words that we know with the same -ound ending," I

say. Hands start waving and the children are calling out, "pound, hound, found, sound,

bound". "Can we put these in our class dictionary?" someone calls out. "Let's make a

WOV/ board and Erin can write it out as a discovery for the class," I say. The children

name this the "ground WOW". Erin placeholds this discovery on paper and adds it

underneath Bryn and Amelia's "Tigger WOW". Our WOW wall starts to evolve as \ile

start posting our discoveries up on a bulletin board in a visually pleasing manner. The

children want their photographs beside their discovery, not only for recognition, but also

because they feel they can be a resource for others who may need their help. The

enthusiasm builds as they become celebrities on what \rye n¿ìme THE WOW WALL.

"No, still doesn't look right."

"That would be like groaning, when someone is sick or
complaining," Craig states.

"That's got t9 be it, because it is like'round'," Amy says.



These two language learning opportunities are worth celebrating and highlighting

for the other children in the class. It is fascinating to watch one child's inquiry evolve

and take on a life of its own. Back to Halliday's (1975) notion, all children are learning

to spell by engaging in writing and reading experiences that permeate the classroom

environment on a daily basis. Amelia is an active participant in initiating and negotiating

a language learning curriculum. Both she and Erin show interest in asking their personal

questions and exploring their wonderings in relation to spelling challenges that come

their way during writing process time. All three children (Amelia, Erin and Bryn) are

beginning to see spelling as a process of meaning making, where the conversation around

the word is as much a part of spelling as actually spelling the word correctly. Amelia

mostly engages in conversation with Bryn and then reflects upon this in a whole-class

gathering. Erin interacts with the group and shares his thinking. One idea generates
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Figure 7. The WOW wall
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another idea, especially when we brainstorm around possible spellings for the word,

'ground'. Amelia and Bryn's mini-lesson and the 'ground' strategy sharing give the

children an opportunity to learn about spelling, to examine language in use as well as an

opporfunity to see the learning process in action. The children learn about themselves

and each other as learners as they learn through language. They all take ownership and

responsibility for their learning within a coÍrmunity that invites listening and

participation. This context allows them to see that the teacher is not the only resource,

but that other children too can assist with their learning process and help them generate

knowledge. All the children have a need to know each other well, both as learners and as

individuals who have a wide range of interests. By doing this, the children are able to tap

into one another's passions, like Bryn's love for Winnie the Pooh or Erin's enthusiasm

about a trip, when writing and spelling. The learning is more dynamic when children are

making personal connections through a social process. These relationships allow

children to "feed off' of one another and create new understandings.



There is a spiralling effect taking place as the children re-visit and reflect upon the

WOW wall, pursue their current understandings and look for fresh conversations to

capture their interests. A new sense of direction begins to emerge as we build upon ow

shared experiences as a class, but individual children also have their own personal

agendas to pursue within the larger context of this study. One child's spelling inquiry

captures my interest. Ian is learning about language, but more importantly has the desire

to understand his own learning process when engaging in spelling.

Ian is a child who, when passionate about something, pursues it, exploring,

experimenting and joyfully playing with an idea until he exhausts its possibilities.

Shortly after our inquiry takes center stage,Ian summarizes a highlight of his week:

One Child's Inquiry: Developing a Spelling ConscÍousness

42

hãLt fõalnc +AeL4 .olrt T^'^ \ld¿ +n hel? /l'h¿

tr. i,, lsl¿ * r,/r'rtle I i+!p Ê¿al^;,lfwir.t/e
Dear Mom, We a¡e discovering WOW's. A WOW is something that you see in your writing thatjust
makes your eyes light up! We learned two new poems. They are called, "I'm Glad to Help" and "Twinkle,
Twinkle Little Star".

Ian is only six, yet desperately wants to make a language discovery that no one

else has made. He is particularly enthusiastic about the unveiling of our WOV/ wall and

not only celebrates other children's discoveries, but is eager to contribute a connection of

Figure 8. Ian's reflection
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his own. Ian approaches his writing with such determination, wishing and hoping for

something to make his eyes "light up" as he writes his weekly letter home. It is

fascinating to see the spirit with which he actively pursues this new found interest in

language. Lilian Katz (1985) categonzes this as a "disposition" to learn or a "habit of

mind or tendency to respond to a certain situation in a certain way" (p.2). She proceeds

to say that

"there is a significant difference between having writing skills and having the
disposition to be a writer... Dispositions are not learned through instruction or
drill. The dispositions that children need to acquire or strengthen -- curiosity,
creativity, cooperation, friendliness - are learned primarily from being around
people who exhibit them" (p.2)

Ian's disposition towards spelling is a learning goal he believes is worth pursuing

for the benefit of the entire community. As we pursue spelling as an inquiry, my goal for

all of the children is to strengthen dispositions such as curiosity, creativity and openness,

while also attending to strategies, skills and the acquisition of new words. I believe there

is a direct correlation between a child's positive attitude towards spelling and the

development of a spelling consciousness, which seem basic to becoming a good speller.

It is important for me to find ways to support lan, as a beginning writer, and to publicly

celebrate his discoveries (and enthusiasm) with his peers. Ian's inquiry has the potential

to start group discussions and positively charge this group of learners.

One morning Ian comes to school clutching a wad of paper in his hand and

waving it in the air. "I have something important to share. I spent all last night working

on it." V/e gather around him dwing morning sharing and he proceeds to tell us that he

has spent the evening, acting like a detective as he flipped through his writer's notebook.

Ian clarifies that he has not done any nevv writing, but he has carefully read through his
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old writing and has discovered some interesting things. He has a list in his hand,

obviously generated from his writer's notebook. To me, it looks like a random list of

words, some spelled correctly and others circled. I wonder what epiphany Ian has had...
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"Well," Ian says, "I decided that this could be ø thinking 'artifact' (we have
used this wordwhen collecting ttemsfor our OLDEN DAYS Museum) for
our WOW wall, if you agree," he pauses, scanning all of the children and
looking directly at me.

"What makes it an 'artifact', Ian?," I søy, puzzled by his choice ofwords.
"Ví/ell, I think that it shows my thinking and I think Iworked really hard at
it, kínd of like an oldest kíd might, but I am a youngest kid."
"Go ahead, tell us what youwere thinking."
"Vïell, I wrote down words from my writer's notebook that I thought weren't
spelled correctly," he proceeds. "Then I looked at some of them and noticed
that there were things thatwere the same AND dffirent, so I 'had a go' and
I also used dffirent 'strategies' to find the conect spelling."
"Okßy, can you give us afew examples?"
He pulls out a sheet in his pile of papers that looks similar to our 'have a
go' sheet (not yet used by the youngest children) and poînts out the words,

flower, other and teacher.
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Figure 9. Ian's "thinking" artifact



"I had some help from my grandma with the beginning parts, he said, but I
found out by myself that they all endwith 'er'. V[hen you say them, it sounds
Iike only'r', but it is really'er'. "
"Did you find that in a book? How did you lcnow? " a classmate asks.

"My auntie's name ìs Heather and guess whqt? Her name is like the end of
flower, other and teacher." Ion is smiling proudly. Amy reminds him that he

uses o strategt similar to her when she used her Dad's name, Bíll, to spell
other words like will, spill, chill.
"Other interesting things you discovered, Ian?" I ask.

"Yes, but I dìdn'tfigure them all out by myself like the Auntie Heather one. I just
noticed them and Grandma helped me figure them out," he says. "Like, I notíced
thøt I used a lot ofwords that had 2 of the same letters beside each other. Tþe:t
don't even sound the same, but I used them!!" He is emphatic about the words
not sounding the same. "Like door ("Can I write them on the board?" he asks),

room, notebook, shoos, tooth, þot and school. They all have two /o/'s, but they
don't make the same sound. And looh" he laughs. "I even put two /s/'s in house,

which was wrong and I put two /r/'s in yard, whích was wrong."

While Ian's discoveries are not necessarily earth-shattering or even that new to

the process we have been engaging in, it is extremely exciting for him to share his

leaming and articulate the process that is going on in his head. He does not intend to

publish these pieces of writing, which he never even shows us. His writer's notebook has
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Figure 10. Ian's version of a "Have A Go"
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become a place to find spellings that intrigue him and he uses these spellings to try out

what he sees others doing. I think it is admirable that he generates his own "Have A Go"

sheet, with the help of an adult, though my guess is that he does not really understand

how a "Have A Go" works. On glancing at his "Have A Go", I recognize that the way he

sets up the sheet does not show him discriminating between different spellings, but

moves him immediately into conventional spelling. This is his current perception of what

spelling is about; getting the words spelled correctly is important to him. While listening

to him talk about his thinking process, it is evident that he is beginning to visually

discriminate between the look of words and the way they sound, like in his'doubling of

the vowel' discovery. Margaret Moustafa (1998) says that, "what is important however is

that those who write what they hear (or who use'invented spelling') should gradually

begin to focus more consciously on the visual aspects of the spelling system" þ.20). Ian

is developing a spelling "consciousness" and is beginning to focus on the visual aspects

of the spelling system. He discovers that the English language is not completely

predictable. Most of all, he is curious and makes smart observations, moving along the

continuum that Moustafa (1998) talks about:

"V[/e con represent children's hypotheses about spelling, thereþre, as being on a
continuum. At one end of the continuum is a purely visual hypothesis ('spelling
words by remembering the look of aword) and at the other end is an aural
hypothesis ('the sound ofwords is the best guíde to their spelling). It is important
that children at all points on this continuum are helped towards afuller
understanding of how the spelling system really works." (p.20)

Ian's enthusiasm motivates others and he is pleased that everyone responds so

positively to his discovery. While he contributes to the WOW wall, there is more to this

inquiry than that. As his teacher, I see this as an opportunity to introduce lan to the way a

"Have A Go" truly works and to communicate through my teaching that this strategy
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should be perceived as a process and for a purpose, and that it is not just about'going

through the motions'to get the correct spelling from an adult. He is open to this mini-

lesson and seems ready to use this strategy authentically and purposefully when writing.

Ian is driven to figure things out for himself and make sense of this whole inquiry about

spelling in his own writing.

A few weeks later, I receive this letter from lan, in response to the book, The

BFG, by Roald Dahl that we are reading aloud as a class.
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I was surprised that the BFG did not eat Sophie that is because the BFG does not eat people.
That the other giants eat people. These are Wow's because I had to think really hard about
my words and how they were spelled. I think they are Wow's because the words are sort of
tough to get the correct spelling.
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This letter has an intended audience and it is evident that Ian is playing with the

idea of how he may use the "Have A Go" strategy so that it is helpful and of use to him as

he writes. From an early childhood perspective, I love how Ian's playful behaviour leads

ftff +ofat 1É.¿ cl€ Àf :.91c li4.

Figure 11. Reading response to The BFG - Ian
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him to construct his own understanding of a concept and how doing so is essential to his

development as a speller. I believe that Ian is more likely to implement a strategy and

remember how to spell something when he engages in it firsthand and through a

meaningful experience. He participated in the mini-lesson but was not told exactly when

to use the "Have A Go". This needed to be determined by him. Ian can make spelling

choices and is coming to understand the context in which making such choices is

necessary. Creating a learning environment that facilitates this kind of play and allows

children to think through their own role and their use of a strategy takes time and raises

questions for me. What is the proper balance between incidental versus structured or

child-centered versus teacher-led play with language? Is it my role to plan specific play

experiences that will lead to predictable outcomes? To what extent should the individual

developmental needs of each child determine the agenda of these play and leaming

experiences?

This piece of writing also shows Ian's growing understanding of the strategy in

use (as a process, not just'going through the motions'to end up with a product - the

correct spelling). It documents his learning and demonstrates growth as he makes his

thinking explicit. As Ian tries to articulate and reflect upon his thinking f'I think they are

WO'W's because the words are sort of tough to get the correct spelling."), he recognizes

that some words simply are not spelled as they sound. This arouses lan's curiosity and

creates interest and an altered consciousness for him as a writer. Ian is approaching his

writing with a different mindset and is thinking in ways that extend his knowledge of the

use of conventions and how he is learning them. Writing in a non-tlueatening

atmosphere allows him to take risks, ask questions, and answer many of his own
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questions while he still maintains a sense of accomplishment and control. Extending an

invitation to Ian to discover a WOW in his writing has been a productive expectation that,

importantly, has him looking differently at his writing process.



Reading Like A Writer:
A Collection of Lessons That Shape Our Spelling Inquiry

So much of the time we spend on spelling is built into the time we spend on

writing process. Writing process is also so well integrated into other areas of study that I

feel we are placing spelling within its proper context. However, reading also builds

spelling knowledge and is an important piece of developing a spelling curriculum.

Knowing how to create an environment for this to happen and to situate reading

experiences within an evolving spelling inquiry is a challenge. It is my intent to make

this reading-writing-spelling connection explicit for the children, while continuing to

honour their interests and inquiries as they proceed to document their learning for

themselves and to share with others.

Children know or at least seem to acknowledge that being a reader helps their

writing (evident in their interviews with me), yet I wonder if this is a conscious effort or

if it is just something some children do more naturally than others. Are some children

more visually aware of the words in front of them? Is this a developmental awareness?

Is this something I can bring to their attention? Arden gives me the opportunity to

explore the idea of "reading like a writer" when I respond to the content of his letter.
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Dear Ms. N-C, Did you know that I am done Charlie and the Chocolate Factory? Did you know that I am
reading James and the Giant Peach, if you did not, I will tell you what is happening. I am at the part when
the two ants (Ant Sponge and Ant Spiker) see that the peach is growing bigger. The thing that I wonder is
when the magic person comes and gives James the crocodile tongues, why are they so small? (If you are
wondering who that person is, he is like almost the only one in the entire world that has those crocodile
tongues). The crocodile tongues are magic. The old man said you can wish for anything and it'll come
true. So far this book is really sad. At the start, James' mother and father got eaten by a rhinoceros. James
had to live with his two anß,Anf Sponge and Ant Spiker. They are very mean to James. They don't feed
him right, make him do their chores and use his name in bad language. I think James has a sad life.
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As I write back to Arden in his reading response journal, I wonder about the way

he has used the words 'ant' and 'aunt' as he writes about James and the Giant Peach, the

latest book he is reading. I \ilant to bring this writing detail to his attention and have him

think about it as a reader. It is rare for me to comment on form when responding to a

letter, but I am curious to see if Arden will notice that I have used both words in different

:t
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Figure 12. Reading response to James and the Giant Peach - Arden

contexts as I wdte back to him. The way he uses these homophones hinders my
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understanding as a reader of his writing and I want to see if he can clariff his intentions

as r¡/e communicate about meaning.

il=- ¡ a- øony'c.in4 if lA" arls t,,

{}A" tfory d,,o ,'nr"/lo 9r or"-}hry
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Arden notices the difference right away. This does not surprise me, but my

observations tell me that he frequently uses homophones in the wrong places, so this is a

common error that occurs in his writing. It is obvious that Arden understands the

meaning and the spelling of these homophones, as he employs them correctly in his

response back to me:

| ,r'r- fo. 'yo^r 
qn, lørtï.' Jn^r, nun/, nro 

t

/,',1 , or)/' nnL nar/.¡.[ 17.//./ ,'t t,A-
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, 
lic ¿"-^.Þ

L

Figure 13. Question about'aunts' and'ants' - Ms. N-C

Figure 14. Homophones: Response about'aunts' and'ants' - Arden
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He is eager to share this with the class and introduce it as a WOW! Not only is it a lovely

way to introduce homophones, but Arden has a purposeful reason to clarifu his spelling.

I (as a reader of his work) am trying to understand his message. The meaning changes, if

I read the word as 'ant', the insect, or'aunt', the relative.

Arden and I have a conversation together, demonstrating our thinking out loud as

we share his writing with the class. I am trying to nudge Arden to make his thinking

explicit and to encourage him to share his process with the children. Gathering together

as a group and talking about these discoveries allow each child's individual inquiry to

powerfully inform the group's shared inquiry. Arden's is just one demonstration of how

we can draw upon one another's writing and become each other's teachers. While the

conversation may be lost on some of the children, it also sparks others' interests. The

children who are developmentally ready and able to do so can follow Arden's pursuits.

T: Do you want to share what your WOW was?
A: Well, my Wow was that I spelled'ant'like 'uncle and aunt' (he is
writing this on the overhead). I spelled the 'aunt', lìke 'uncle and aunt'
lìke the ìnsect kind of 'ant'. So when you read it, you think it is like the
insects.
T: And are they insects?
A: No, they're really ounts, Iike 'øunt and uncle'.
T: Andwhat do you lçtow about the dffirence between those spellings?
A: Ummm... Aunt and uncle is spelled a-u-n-t-s and the insect kind of ant
is spelled ø-n1.
T: Do bothwords sound the same, aunt and ant?
Whole class: Yes.

Figure 15. "Aunt and Ant" V/OW
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T: Uh huh... so which one is the ínsect 'ant'? That's right. A-N-T. What's
thÌs kind of aunt? Yes, that's right, Tyler. So, Arden made this big discovery,
because you see, in his writing, I was wondering if this kind of 'altnt' was an 'ant'.
He told me, "No." Do you see how I was confused when I was reading his
writing? Arden?
A: Because I think you know that James is a person, but if you read it, I spelled
it 'altnt', so how could the 'ants' talk to James?
T: I wondered about that. I wondered if the ants were talking ants? There is
afancy name þr this. Do you lvtow what it is called when a word sounds the
same but it means something dffirent and it is spelled in a dffirent way?
Anyone lcnow what it is called?
T: These are called HOMOPHONES. Can anyone give me another example
of a homophone that they lvtow o/?
A: I have another one in my writing - wood and would.
T: Tell me the dffirence between the two.

A: Like, "Would you come to the store with me? " and "wood that you would
chopfor afire"...
T: Yes, that's another one. Can you think of onother one? Jay?
J: Two, like the number... To, like,"Ms. N-C, can you come to the store with me?"
and too, kind of like the the word also.

I.n¡1 J--.n /,qs, '.a ¿.J ly'o.

r¡ld woo

fwo

Figure 16. Whole class exploration of homophones

It is evident that this is more meaningful than a spelling book lesson that

introduces homophones entirely out of context to children. On the one hand I know this,

yet on the other hand, if homophones do not appear in the children's writing, when is an

appropriate time to introduce this concept? I understand the safety net that a spelling

book provides, allowing teachers to pick and choose from what they believe is a well

researched and developmental sequence of skills. Yet, what about the enthusiasm and

self-confidence that children bring to an experience when they discover something

themselves, having experienced it directly as a writer? How does this impact what they
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remember and apply to their future writing experiences? Watching this community of

leamers inquire into spelling in meaningful ways gives me a great deal of information

about what to teach. It also gives us permission to have fun with an idea and explore it in

as many ways as possible. I can cover my bases by addressing what we have to know, as

directed by the provincial curriculum, but I also see my job as digging deeper and

listening to what the children have to say - this impacts what I teach and what we learn

from one another.

After this conversation, I find Arden looking at his writing differently, almost

with a more critical eye. He is writing for content, but going back to proofread more

carefully, after he is done with a piece. He does not leave this all until the end of the

writing process. As Arden is writing, he circles or underlines words that he is not sure

about, placeholding these spellings, to be returned to later. This becomes an important

part of his process, one that he has come to acknowledge as part of his learning

experience. He does not hesitate to mark up his page with circles and willingly crosses

out words, writing in his best attempt at the correct spelling.
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Figure 17. A¡den's proofreading process
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Unlike many other children, Arden sees this attention to convention as being part

of his role as a writer and he pursues it keenly and seriously. Snowball and Bolton

(1999) write that:

Proofreading is a spelling habit that all writers need to develop because
the writing process involves so many things to think about that it is easy
to make spelling mistakes while writing. Proofreading involves identifying
words that may be misspelled and then attempting to correct the words,
using resources to help if necessary. Children need to learn how to proof-
read independently, even though you will continue to support them just as
an editor would, because it is a skill they will use all through their lives (p. 203).

It is one thing to know that we need to develop this in children but quite another to have

them develop this discipline and the desire to do this themselves. I have Arden

demonstrate his process for the class, not knowing what to expect. How does he decide

which words to underline or circle? Where does he look when he is stuck? Arden

mentions a few thoughts as the children view his writing from the overhead projector.

"When I circled the word 'brock' þrokeJ, I lcnew that it didn't look right-
it looked more like the word broccolì, but I wanted to keep going. ll-hen
I went back to it later, I thought of 'Coke' and thought it may be in the
same wordfamily. Some words, like insects, I htew I wouldfind right
in the book and so I looked them up. One of the things I notice when I read
my writing back is that when I have trouble figuring out what a word is,
I think to myself 'Ms. Nishìbata-Chan won't understand this, so I'd better

"lìx ít.' Sometimes, tf it is a toughword, I go and get the class dictionary or
check to see if it is already in my personal dictionary. Sometimes I just
want to be done with my writing, but the more times I read over it, the more
I see things that I lcnow I could coruect"

I am impressed with how Arden is making an attempt to articulate the multiple

strategies he uses when he looks over his writing. As Arden reads like a writer, he

understands how it differs from other kinds of reading, such as reading for enjoyment or

skimming for information. He uses his prior knowledge and draws upon the mini-lessons

he has experienced to fine tune his own writing. Arden recognizes this piece of writing
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has an audience and implies that he has a responsibility (even though it is easier to just

leave it'as is') to proofread and edit. As he is conversing with the other children, he

demonstrates that learning about spelling is useful and that it is applicable to his every

day writing. Everything that Arden says gives the impression that spelling is an integral

part of his writing and his reading.

Finding ways to have children re-visit strategies or concepts as they come up in

their writing is something I think is important. The more times they see an example in a

different context, the more likely they are to remember it. As I write back to Arden in the

following response, I am trying to help him notice another homophone in his writing. I

like the way he replies to my question, explaining the meaning of 'chews' and 'choose' at

the bottom of his response to my note.

7 n.t¡,.¿ th-t ,f.u /;a .n "d;t 
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This sense of on-goingness, of furthering conversations, of gently pushing the

conversation is important to our community's learning. Our learning is not about isolated

incidents, but about continuity, long-term gains and returning to critical conversations

that require children to think about language as they write. While the WOW wall is a

good way for me to keep track of these incidents, this places a high demand on me as a

teacher. Yet, it is encouraging to see the children initiating similar kinds of connections

with one another (as illustrated below) and to have them create more homophones to add

to our list. 'We began to call these "double" 
'WO'W's 

as they illustrate someone else's

Figure 18. Homophone dialogue - Ms. N-C and A¡den
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and adds a further

Wu an¿ rto

Many more mini-lessons and demonstrations grow out of what Arden's one

writing example has presented. S/e are able to explore the idea of "reading like a wdter"

while acting as a community of inquirers. One idea builds upon the next idea, and tlere

are endless invitations that both the children and I are able to create around important

topics like homophones, proofreading and the role of applying their learning in specific

situations. Children have always written about topics that are determined by their

interests, but now they are approaching topics in language learning (spelling) research

Figure 19. A "double" WOW
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thaf are also determined by their interests and their needs. The children develop this

interest in language by sharing their anomolies. At the same time, they pique each other's

interests as they publicly display their knowledge, as artifacts of their developing ideas,

knowledge and shared plans. At this point in the inquiry cycle, the children's wonderings

are driving our spelling curriculum and the children are depending on one another to

think through their understandings. Not only are they taking ownership for their own

spelling research artifacts, but they are also intricately involved in using what they have

learned and pursuing this learning in whatever directions they see fit. The ongoing issues

that arise from their writing provide the data from which our classroom inquiry thrives.

Spelling, when looked at from this perspective, is not an add-on or an extra subject to

teach, but rather, is an important part of the everyday work that we do.



A Community of Inquirers:
The Power of Developing a Thought collective Around spelling

Strategies

One of the things I have always marvelled at, when engaged
in an inquiry with children îs the way that each individual's
question and discovery adds to a larger "thought collective,,,
broadening our lcnowledge base. One cannot pursue an inquiry
entirely alone but must draw upon the learning community,
whether that be literature, experts, colleagues or our own
life experiences (INC Journal, 09/I1/l999).

The WOW wall takes on a life of its own and has us heading in directions I had

never imagined. I am amazed at the way in which the children take responsibility for the

learning posted on this wall, and challenge themselves to think in new, inventive ways

about how to maximize its potential. The decision making process shifts from my asking

questions such as, "'What can I do to further this discussion and to maintain a

momentum?" to "How can I support the children's discoveries and provide a working

document for them to record all their interesting ideas?" I now trust that the children will

have important writing lessons to teach and learn from one another. This lifts a huge

burden from my shoulders' My responsibility becomes that of facilitator, establishing

frameworks that support what they are excited to learn. This is not a lesser responsibility

for me, but a change in my perspective. It requires me to live in the present, carefully

observing and noticingwith children, rather than looking back at things that children have

done and,finding examples that illustrate what I perceive as important. It also allows me

to actively take part in and contribute to the discussions, rather than being the primary

source of information and waiting for the children to take part in my agenda. This

negotiated curriculum attends to both teacher and student agendas, with leaming being

the central goal of what we are trying to do together.

60
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Using children's writing to demonstrate strategies is a powerful tool for learning

(Snowball & Bolton, 1999; Bean & Bouffler, 1987) and can be effective when discussing

spelling within a community of leamers. My hope is that over time the results of

teaching children spelling strategies will far outweigh the more common use of lists of

words to be leamed by memory. However, the key to strategy instruction is actually

having children use a strategy effectively in their writing. Snowball and Bolton (1999)

state that "competent spellers use many strategies to try unfamiliar words and to learn

words" (p.13). If all spellers share strategies that are effective for them, this sets up an

environment where the children will become communal resources for one another.

Up until now, our WOW wall has consisted of a column of signiflrcant words that

have triggered the spelling discoveries we have collaboratively shared in our mini-

lessons. Each of these cards brings us back to discussions we have had around language.

Adjacent to this column of words are smaller cards, signiffing the "double" WOW's or

the application of someone's discovery in a classmate's writing, as with Arden's

homophone lesson.

Jessica has a new example that she is keen to share; something she believes may

be a strategy to help kids when they are writing. She refers to the "Have A Go" strategy,

one that all the children are familiar with and aÍe encouraged to implement on a regular

basis. Jessica shares what she calls the'vowel' strategy. She explains that some words

are predictable and you can hear almost all of the sounds, like'lets'. She says, "I know

that there is an 'l', a 't' and a 's'. I can hear those letters. 'What I prz.z.ls about is the vowel

that belongs in the middle." Instead of writing out the whole word different times, like in

a "Have A Go", she mentions that it has been helpful for her to draw a blank where she
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knows the vowel belongs. She proceeds to say that she inserts all the vowels to see

which one looks right. "When you see it, you know it, especially if it is a short word like

that," Jessica states.

Jessica suggests that this strategy can possibly help other children when they are

spelling a word. We decide it would be useful to list potential STRATEGIES that

children can draw upon in another column on our WOW wall.

In no time at all, the children begin displaying different strategies or resources

they use while writing and proofreading. Some are commonplace, strategies like looking

at your prior spelling of that word, looking in a book or a dictionary, searching around the

room and noticing signs.

Figure 20. WOW wall strategy: Vowel insertion

li +5

ta
luti .

Figure 21. WOW wall strategy: Noticing signs
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Others are personal strategies that individual children have found useful. These strategies

are often specific to the challenges these children face in their own writing.

Benjamin shares the difficulty he has remembering lower case b's and d's in his

writing. "I keep reversing them," he tells the group, "and this confuses me when I'm

reading my writing back because it doesn't make sense and doesn't look right." He raises

his hands above his head, in the air, using his thumb and pointer finger to form what

looks like an L-shape and a backwards L-shape. "This is the bed strategy," he says. "My

mom told me that whenever I'm unsure if I'm going to write a'b' or a'd', I should raise

my hands like this, and remember that'bed'begins with a'b', so the circle faces to the

right and'bed' ends with a'd', so the circle faces to the left." Some kids have heard this

visual strategy before, some are configuring this with their hands and others are just

soaking in the information, storing it away for a time where it might come in handy.

One suggested strategy is particularly inventive. Chris asks if anyone has ever

heard the singing or chanting rhythm that goes with the word, 'Mi-ssi-ssi-ppi'. Many

children have sung or said this either as a skipping game or have heard it on television.

He proceeds to say that sometimes, with difficult words that are not spelled like they

sound, he puts a tune to the word to help him remember its spelling. He gives us an

example with the word 'because'. "The tricþ part for me is the "-cau" part, so I say, "b -

e - cau - s- e". He adds, "I picture it in my mind when I'm saying it." Chris uses both

auditory and visual knowledge to help him spell words that do not necessarily follow an

Figure 22. "Bed" WOW
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expected pattern. He is moving beyond a phonetic strategy to spell (V/ilde, 1992,p.24).

Darren says this is similar to what he does when he wants to write a long word that has "a

lot of rhythm to it". He says that he can clap out a word like 'Nishibata-Chan', listen for

the beats and write them down. "It's kind of like listening to music and writing the notes

doriln," he says. At this point, we talk about paying attention to the syllables in a word

and how this can help with spelling. Children suggest tapping their f,rnger or singing to

the beat of a word to help break it into smaller parts. Chris and Darren are eager to write

this down and add it to our WOW wall.

Any of these strategies on their own are useful, but of particular signif,rcance to

me is the children's heightened interest when their classmates introduce a new idea or

suggest a strategy to try. All of a sudden the strategy takes on a whole new meaning and

has the children thinking hard about what they do when they spell. It also helps those

children who may be struggling and encourages them to try something new and different.

Beginning writers have a chance to shine and feel just as valued as those writers who

akeady know how to spell conventionally. The children have a sense of power and

leadership when sharing something that works well for them. With the WOV/ wall in

place, the children's ideas are not only shared, but also marvelled at and celebrated.

These positive attitudes and behaviours invite each child to contribute, regardless of his

or her spelling ability. Each idea is greeted with the possibility that it may be of use to

another writer at some point in time.

Figure 23. WOW wall strategy: Tune or clapping



Working together as a cornmunity of inquirers, the children generate a resource

that is much more powerful than just one person's thoughts and reflections. As they

examine the range of strategies, try some of them out and see what works or what does

not work for them, they are reconstructing their knowledge and making decisions that

require them to engage differently in their language use. It is necessary for them to

reflect on what they learn and to discern how they can use others' experiences to make

new plans for themselves.
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The organizational device that is central to our inquiry is simple, but accurately

preserves the spelling and writing relationships we have been exploring. In my opinion,

our wall helps us to redef,rne what it means to spell and illustrates the complexity of

language that is often unstated. It takes a lot of thinking when learning how to spell and

requires us to relate our personal understandings, our strategy knowledge, and others'

language experiences, before we can apply what we have learned to our writing.

Observing children integrating and intemalizing all of this is fascinating work.

The children discover a further facet to the WOW wall, that takes us one step

further on our spelling journey. The children are viewing their writing with a new set of

eyes and are starting to become more aware of the differences between their roles as

writer and as editor of a piece of work. They know editing and proofreading are

processes we build into our writing routine and that both of these contribute to the quality

of our publications. With more opportunities for conversation about their writing, they

are coming to know the purposes for each in relation to both content and form. While I

recognize the value of children engaging in peer editing, I am also aware of the amount

of conventional knowledge and personaltactthat it takes to approach a classmate about

perceived mistakes. It requires knowledge about language, spelling and grammar. In

addition, it requires patience, good listening skills, the ability to give and receive

constructive comments, and a willingness to spend time looking at someone's work in

order to help them learn. This is a tall order for a young child. Editing can, however,

allow for critical reflection about one's work and can help children to identifi what they

Being Resourceful and Reflective:
Using the WOW Wall As An Editing Tool

66
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need help with as writers. Knowing that their work can be a teaching tool for others can

be an empowering experience that not only allows them to build on another's strengths,

but also requires that they provide and accept support from each other. I am not sure that

every child is able to be a helpful proofreader, but I am convinced that all children need

demonstrations that illustrate this process, whether it be for their own future use or for

their work with others.

The children show interest in whole class edits and quickly pick up on mistakes

their classmates make when we look at a piece of writing. When looking at their own

work though, even with similar kinds of errors, the children often have difficulty making

any noteable changes. I find myself facing the same dilemma as a writer and know the

challenge of looking at my own piece of writing with an objective eye. The children

have had many opporlunities to try editing in whole-class gatherings and small-group

interactions, but never in a one-on-one situation. They indicate that they want to give

editing atry,inarcal setting, without the firsthand support of a teacher. I wonder if they

will listen to one another and how they will try to help their partner improve his or her

piece of writing. Because this inquiry is playing an important role in our literary lives in

the classroom and impacts everything we do, I decide to take a risk and have a small

group proceed with an authentic editing task that has each of them figuring out the

correct spellings of someone else's work.

Cale and Amelia are writing to their pen pals from another school and are settling

down to do a peer edit together before sending their letters off in the mail. They fill out a

peer editing form that identifies the help they need and also requires them to reflect on

the successfulness of their conference together. There is an additional element to this
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peer editing sheet that asks them to draw upon the 'WOW wall and invites them to work

together to apply their collective knowledge to their collaborative work as an editing

team. While Cale is a youngest child and Amelia is an oldest child, it is a nice mentoring

relationship, due to the different strengths both of these individuals bring to the writing

process.
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This form requires the children to think carefully about what they are going to

request help for and who they are going to approach for help. In order to do this, they

must have an avrareness of their classmates' strengths. They need to work together

through the process, provide support, and do the best they can to move the writing

towards a readable, comprehensive text for another child to read. While they are writing

for another audience, I am not expecting huge changes or one hundred percent

N!ffs,

Figure 24. Peer editing form - Cale and Amy

\À/OW's Doublc WOW'g?

correctness, but rather, I hope they will make a few meaningful new connections and find



value in the process. My ultimate goal is to see children carefully working through a

piece of writing, making mindful decisions, and valuing the help of another collaborator.

as well as some of their jot notes when editing together.

Below is Cale's edited letter, a transcription of a conversation he had with Amelia,
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1999
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C: to, ft's studyint. ¡-b-o-u-t- I àtready jee sonethtnt I
torgot !

^: 
Hh¡tl

C: 
^bout.Â: Y¡h, but I iec 5orething el5e thât is Hrong.

C: lh¡t?
À: Yah. Bùt th¡t doern t n¡tter-
C: I'l'l rust cross rhts out here, because I knoH hoH to
spê11 I t. 

^-B-0-U-T-Â: 6ood! 
^bout. 

Spelllng -I need to hâve a go! On thè
Hord studyinE. Hhat dld you have thrrc?

I am particularly impressed with Amelia's record keeping and the way that she

leads Cale through his proofreading process, including the encouraging language she uses

as they work through his piece of writing together. As shown in the transcription and on

the paper she is using to work through spelling attempts (below), Amelia works with Cale

to build from what he knows. Rather than simply telling him the correct answer, she

gives him clues and tries to lead him towards what she knows is the right answer. They

refer to the WOW board, make use of the "Have A Go" strategy and look back at the

spelling words in their personal dictionaries to assist them with the words. I love

Amelia's reflection celebrating Cale's self-correction of the word'about':

"Vfhen me and Cale were reading [she means proofreading/editingJ
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Figure 25. Cale's edit and transcription of conversation with Amelia

J. <-r-r -r-r-!

î: .] Ìll"! t¡-ãîîi-ãì-o*. on, r 5ee sor.thins Hronr. (sheìs nãvlnt å Bo). UM... okay
short¡urromd) - tùht, st_tvht
ls hãvfnt

Á: It's ¡ voHel. /uh/
C: u7 t ¡/.J;^a

å; ]:;:,""'.. 
ßoins to do thrs. . ..;t,.)/ii¿ ,

^: 
Ho, you hãve lt in the Hront order.

L: ¡ôCân-5-t-â?

^: 
Rc¡eõbcr? luhl , /uh/?

C: U? S-t-u-

UM... okay... ncvêhind. -(She 
;¡y5 ¡

Fîr;^.J ,t,-

L=_j:



Cale skìpped'a word and said, "I lcnow about is wrong. " He just
wrote 'about'without me telling him anything."

The fact that Amelia places value on Cale's self-correction in front of her peers,

encourages others to draw upon the spellings they know and transfer this into their

writing. Cale explains how he reads his piece over twice before editing with Amelia and

he still does not notice this er¡or until he is reading his writing to her.

"Amelia made mefeel good about remembering this and it made me
realize how important it is to not only have a helper to help you with
things that may not look right, but to notice this YOURSELF. I won't
ever forget the word 'about' again! For some reoson, I looked at ftiy
wríting in a dffirent way when I was readtng it to Amelia, because I
lcnew we were trying to make changes together. It's a challenge... but
I did it."

By "changing his stance from that of a writer to that of a reader" (Bean and Bouffler,

1987, p.11), Cale's perception of spelling was altered.

An excerpt from Amelia's piece of writing illustrates one of the things that Cale

helps her with, again, drawn from the WOW board. Cale brings Amelia to the WOW

board and asks her to notice Benjamin's 'bed' strategy. "Do you notice somewhere in

your writing that you could use Benjamin's strategy to help you?" Cale points out the

sentence where the word'lab'is written.
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Figure 26. Arnelia's writing
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Amelia quickly strokes out the 'd', replacing it with a 'b' and thanks Cale for letting her

find this herself.

As an editing team, Cale and Amelia make a lot of progress and have some

valuable conversations along the way that facilitate their learning. This process of peer

editing has them explaining their thinking to each other which requires greater clarity of

thinking, than if they were just editing for themselves. They have a purposeful intent, in

that they know someone else will be reading their letters after they have finished editing

together. The WO'W wall is integrated within their writing process and is an interactive

tool for them, as proofreaders and as editors.



Chapter 3:
Digging Deeper: A Case Study of Timothy and

Nathan
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As the WOW wall expands and spirals in interesting directions, a persistent but

necessary inquiry is developing for me. It is ironic. There are elements of this classroom

inquiry into spelling that are becoming much clearer, as I begin to learn how to support

the children's spelling development in alternate ways and involve them in a process of

creating and constructing meaning. I feel confident in the holistic way we are

approaching spelling and believe l¡/e are evolving to a higher level of thinking and

problem solving as a class. As I reflect on my own practice, I am gaining valuable

insights that inform my teaching and require me to develop plans that draw upon the

strengths and needs of the children.

There are a couple of children, though, who concern me and I wonder if this

evolving curriculum is meeting their needs as spellers. I cannot ignore the fact that they

continue to struggle with the process, need constant clarification, and are not making

significant gains in their writing and spelling development. They are passive observers in

conversations about language leaming and are stuck in a place where they rely solely

upon phonemic awareness and sound/symbol relationships when writing. Both children

seem to sound out every single word. When I read the professional literature, it often

talks about what good spellers do, but rarely does it suggest ideas or alternatives about

how to assist those spellers who are struggling. This is becoming my new inquiry. I

want to explore what I can do to challenge all children to be the best spellers they can be,

without resorting to traditional approaches - which seemingly do not work anyway.

The Exceptions:
Pushing My Understanding of the Process Further
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Timothy and Nathan are two children who resist being "boxed and arrowed" in a

linear flowchart (Sirotnik, 1988). Perhaps this is partially why they intrigue me - they are

like a mystery to be figured out. Both boys give me reason to look deeper into my

practice, making it clear that there are no black and white answers. There are many grey

areas. Their determination to learn and their magnetic charm invites me to further

urderstand them as leamers and challenges me to re-think my o\iln beliefs, values and

philosophy about how children learn.

I know I value both Timotþ and Nathan as learners, invite their contributions and

make every attempt to build upon their strengths. I recognize too, as Gentry (1993)

states, that "leaming to spell is a developmental process that takes considerable time and

effort to complete" and that "students in the same grade, even at the same instructional

reading level, differ widely in the present state of spelling development, and that these

individual differences must drive the spelling curriculum " (p. 62). I wonder what more I

can do to create a context for this to happen, when I already feel as if I have exhausted all

possibilities.

I want to support Timothy and Nathan in ways that will leave their integrity in

tact,yethonestly acknowledge that they require more support than the other children with

their spelling. Glimpses of my anxiety sometimes show up in our conversations together,

as I feel frustration with their inability to recall spellings of commonly used words, of

studied and leamed spellings, and of mini-lessons we have had in the past week. Their

misspellings surprise me. When I draw their attention to patterns I notice or strategies I

feel they may have success with, they listen, nod their heads and make a correction.

However, we seem to find ourselves in the exact same place the following week. My
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observations of these two leamers lead me to believe that I need to think about doing

something different or change my way of working with them. How can I work with both

children and provide evidence that they are progressing along a learning continuum that

follows spelling as a developmental process?

This dilemma generates new questions for me as I think about developing a

program or a series of connected experiences that specifically attend to these two

leamers'needs. The following questions cross my mind:

How do we continually strive to work with all children, not just the ones who are

firmly grasping and understanding what it is we are teaching? How do we find
the fine balance between pushing and pulling, with the good intention of moving

þrward and yet respecting developmental processes that we know take tíme to
achieve? How do we maintain a posìtive attìtude towards learning, findways
children can be successful and yet pull them aside and work with them in a small
group, achtowledgíng that they need extra supports? What kind of curriculum do
we develop for these children, alongside of the curriculum we are creating as a
class? (INC Journal,,05/1 3/1 999)

I feel a need to offer more explicit demonstrations and strategy lessons within the

context of the reading and writing that Nathan and Timothy are doing. Bean and Bouffler

(1997) write about the role of the teacher and the importance of demonstrating the

interface between reading and writing:

Thís means that as a teacher you hqve o very active role tn structuring
learning. You need to seekways of ensuring that learningwill take place
by provìding explícit modelling of the skills and processes you want your
students to learn. Teaching strategies would include reading aloud and
sharingreadingwith aþcus on spellíng, making chartsfor easy access
to the demonstrations, modelling daily with explicit demonstratíons such
as joint construction of text. @.20)

I have to figure out for myself what "having avery active role in structuring

leaming" looks like with Timothy and Nathan, especially when I think that I am akeady
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doing this with the larger group. How much more explicit can I be? What supports are

actually supportive for children who are struggling spellers?

I invite Timothy and Nathan to meet with me twice a week, in the mornings

before school begins, for the few weeks that are left in the school year. They are willing

and eager to gather for this early bird meeting twice a week, and wonder when it will

coÍrmence. This is how our Breakfast Club begins.



I envision our mornings together as a quiet and reflective time where I can

support Timothy and Nathan in pulling their ideas together, in listening to their

understandings, in figuring out what they currently know, and in allowing them to raise

questions that attend to their needs. I want to provide a welcoming and comfortable

ambiance, as this short, but sacred time before school begins, must be a place where all

three of us can think and reflect upon spelling as \ile engage in a learning process

together. I think back to why I have identified both of these young learners as members

of ow community who need some extatime and assistance.

Timothy, over the two years he has been with me, broadens my perspective about

teaching. He is an excellent storyteller who writes with such detail and passion, yet his

spelling errors often distract me, as a reader, from his overall message. His thoughts run

faster than his hand can go. He has yet to grasp the idea of punctuating a sentence -

where to put the period or the question mark - at least on his own. lnterestingly enough,

he makes his own generalizations, such as, "I've figured it out - periods come before the

word, 'I"'. I am not sure whether he generalizes this from the sentences that he writes or

because the letter'I' is always a capital letter. Nonetheless, Tim is a pretty complex

thinker. Simple things are not always easy for Tim and he does not always make the

same connections that others do. Yet, ask him about the elements of a legend in a story

he writes or about the workings behind a lego structure he builds and he will give a

detailed and thorough answer.

Nathan, on the other hand, is just beginning to believe in himself as a writer, and

writing now piques his interest. He has been a reluctant writer up until this year. He is

The Breakfast Club: Initial Reflections
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writing what he can, rather than asking, "Ho'w much should I write?" For the longest

time, perfection was really important to him when he wrote, but he is now taking more

risks. He is sensitive to constructive comments and will quickly erase his work if asked

to edit it. I worry about his spelling since there does not seem to be any pattern, strategy

or reliable resource that he consistently uses, even though I will initiate discussions and

ask him about these. As his teacher, it is often difficult to determine where the fine line

exists between encouraging and supporting him. If I push too hard, he is discouraged and

shuts down. If I do not push at all, he perceives that there are few expectations and seems

not to care. It takes careful listening to know when to withdraw and when to allow him

to be independent. Nathan seems to think that ipelling only involves memorization, and

when I ask him about some of his words (from his rwiting), he quickly says, "I don't have

avery good memory... what was it again?" For Nathan, spelling is a "talent" - you are

either good at it or not. I want to change this way of thinking and empower him to

believe in himself as a writer and speller, but also give him effective strategies to use

when reflecting upon his spelling.

While Timothy and Nathan are not similar as writers, they both raise perplexing

questions for me and continue to push my thinking. Spelling, and more generally,

writing conventions, are hard for these boys. Deep inside, I know that their spelling is

below grade level, and while they are always trying their best, I wonder if I have

indirectly and unintentionally given them the message that spelling is not as important as

the message/content that they are writing. I also know that I cannot control what they

leam and do not believe that memonzationis solely the key to their leaming. At this

point, it would be easy to turn to a spelling textbook, but I know this is not what they
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need' I feel a sense of responsibility to these tlvo learners and keep asking myself if the

writing instruction we are engaging in is meeting their needs. How can I help them care

more about their spelling, without placing unnecessary pressure on them to make

improvements?

We begin our flust meeting by discussing the intention of Breakfast Club, and I

explain how I hope we can share our journey as learners investigating what we do as

spellers when we are writing. We only have a short time together, but it is evident that

they are eager to begin. I want to try to understand the kinds of processes they are going

through (or not) and to gain insight into the strategies they draw upon when writing, so I

have adapted a spelling survey from Regie Routman (1991).

Næ]L

l. Arc you or arc you nor ¿ good spcllcr? Why do you lhink so?

f {L,¡ff I nn a qocÅ ieh" l¡at5e n,
ria./3 Þ^t€ i^ft^u¿ a tõl_{o(ft l^rt tçgp ^^J
^tlt^' h^-t r. &)íl^h¡t mÊ a¡l i+''cztt

I think I am a good speller because my writing has improved a lot
from last term and also now I spell more a¡d it is easier to write.

Spelling Survey

L Wha¡ do you do rvhcn you don\ know how tospcll a word?

(ti-Á- ¡oil.r wr,le +x^r. orf 1 t k\. in tt¿ J;¡finar

i Îry to sound it out. I clap the syllables. I might put another word there
or I look in the dictionary. (*When asked what he means by "put another
word there, he says, "IfI have trouble witÌ¡ the I st word a¡d there is another
word to describe it and I know how to spell the other one, I use the other one.
Like, instead of 'fathe¡', I might use 'dad'.)

oor" l toflh25

J. lf somconc is having troublc spclling a word. how could you hclp that pcnon?

1 çr,, fttt ,, Íul ^ ñr,th w^tc ,teþ .

ñ.ll ff;l tr î,vil tf dit -) :î ;l ,î ^ 1,8

1.,î wfÀ læf\ t¡ il" J:Ftl. +a.:/ .

I say put another word there. Maybe try to sound it out and if there is a
really tough word, look in the dictionary.

Spelltng Suwey

N¡#L--a , eÈd( r.f,ts,/trtt

¡. 
^È 

rd o.¡É p d ¡ td rFlhr? Ðt ôId ù¡n¡ s?

4. Whåt ¡hrcc thingr hclp you lcem to sp.ll a ncw wo¡d?

-a.A! r[cl r r:, r;q Íort , ø,t.
b-T Èltl 'lt uín- tn

Ì fliK r6dl l Âh ,À åsot. Jpad,

I think that I am a good speller'cuz I look for periods
and watch for neafiess and look for a word that doesn't
sound right.

c.

2. U/hst do you do rvhen you don't know how Io sDcll a wôrd?

I looK iu, 
'*,roìl"liã^¿.*l'k 

f"h iue LrÀ¡

¡thl. I'it l'tC -t¡l L¡rrh ¡ hr L^ k ¡¿ L-kp fô
oh^rl^ 5 il'. Á LI iñ- K i¿^ {.^^r<c- ^Þ Nal-A^^r.

I look in my personal dictionary for the word and write
fhe word down and take it home to practice it and look
in books or my notebook (writer's notebook).

3. Ifsom¿onc ìs having trcublc spclling a word. how could you hclg that pcrson?

LV ]^ t ihr lhP !vì fe \¡.t ..1 . i.t- óol'- -- h-ì '

Jn vou' heh ahl, fa l€a+ f hell'r f.i+ ól hor^l
ihtl.l.rhlK. jl- iS- *:b',.\ Ln€ \. . c t-^ qr lhf vrì

By telling them to sound it out and æk them, "What
sound ofwo¡ds do you hear?" and to let them write how
they think it is and then choose one of ihem.

4. Whal thrcc things hclp you lcarn to sp€ll a ncw word?

a. I i{' rhq f h-{ ù.1À,L s ov-j ,r, -r hJ. a

b.

{ r.lÀ,L ,r ovi
, e¡Jù{rl, .



a. At first I try really hard to spell it.
b. I split the word up.

5. What ùings havc you tricd thât dqig! hclP rour spcll¡n8?

"-1 tli nmv rpÌ Lalr,
t.I lc.li in þciø\

a. I look in my notebook
b. I look in poems.

Both learners perceive themselves to be good spellers and their answers suggest

an overall confidence in the stoategies they use and the limited resources they draw upon.

They refer to their frequent use of the'sounding out' strategy, allude to the importance of

practicing their words, and recognize that looking in the dictionary can be a useful tool,

but have difficulty knowing r¡/here to begin. There seems to be some con-fi:sion about

what makes a good speller since their definition seems to encompass punctuation,

neatness and effort. Both show an interest in their writing, but are not as keen to spend

time f,rguring things out. When drawing upon prior knowledge and mini-lessons that we

have recently experienced, they have diffrculty remembering details. They have limited

knowledge about how to store and retrieve visual word forms, yet they indicate that they

are using visual stategies, such as "Have A Go", searching out classroom books and

using the dictionary. Both have the desire to add to the WOW wall in significant ways,

but their strategies and understahdings limit them from making a meaningful

contribution.

a. Writing the word down and taking it home
b. Looking in my personal dictionary and in my
writing folder

5. Whaa th¡n3s havc you tricd that Cg-!g! hclP yorr sPcll¡ng?
ñ ^,.^L r,- l'll

a.

b.

Figure 27. Spelling survey - Nathan and Timothy

c. c-hJ.-_ro¿-a=l=c--o¡*Ltû.

a. The big dictionary does not help me
b. Rhyming it doesn't work either.
c. The A-B-C charts

ll. I'il ;þ$_ .il tÀ4FS hc +ee .r 
B "rl úrh L. l^""À

dhL llK(. { fd har otñÂ vJh(h I Áçf tna{e }
ttt h I¡ S*r¡ l.,ol ortf s ta-ti + inr ¿ yr ¿

tÈr å -l ç¿e^l . [erf,{.
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Other comments: In writing, it makes me feel good and
proud and like a famous author. W}¡en I get mad I tell
myself that authors take time and then I feel better.
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We end our first session together by talking about their surveys and we develop a

plan for our next meeting. Between now and then I suggest we choose a book that they

are both interested in reading together and looking at in more depth. This initial

experience has me thinking about the context we can create for authentic reading and

writing connections to take place, which could lead us towards looking at the mechanical

and visual aspect of language from a writer's perspective.

I, too, reflect upon their spelling surveys, sprawl samples of their current writing

over the table, and use my observations to develop some beginning goals that I want to

achieve together during Breakfast Club:

. Self-confidence - I want to maintain their positive attitude, build confidence iir what

they can do, and have them feel encouraged by the progress they are making. This will

continue to promote risk-taking and will allow me to see what strategies they are drawing

upon when writing.

. Spelling is linked to reading and writing. The more we read, the more we are apt to

develop a greater sense of visual awareness and perhaps tansfer this to our writing.

Snowball and Bolton (1999) say that "children need to rcalize that they can leam about

spelling by studying what other authors do in published writing and to continually reflect

on how the strategies they are learning cari help them with their own writing" (p. 10).

The research indicates that, while spelling and reading differ, they are obviously related

to one another (Wilde, 1992). Through this process, I would hope that they may develop

a heightened awareness for visual details or a sense of what "looks" right.

. Add spelling strategies to their limited repertoire. I would like Timothy and Nathan to

see connections between words and to use words to help them spell other words. While
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we have done this as a large group, I envision us connecting this to their reading,

involving them in some element of choice. I would also like to involve them in writing in

which they have a need to implement strategies when deciding how to spell a word. I

notice particular difficulties with short and long vowels in their writing and would like to

find ways to incorporate this into our mini-lessons.

. To see this as an extension of what we're pursuing as a class around spelling. My hope

is to have both leamers make contributions to the larger community of learners and share

what they are learning. I believe that other children can learn from Timothy and Nathan's

experience and that this will give them an opportunity to share what they are working on

during our morning meetings.

The goals I have are broad, but consistent with the way that we, as a class, are

leaming about spelling. I anticipate our instruction being more direct and individualized,

with only two children informing this curriculum. Part of the challenge of this inquiry for

me will be to develop this curriculum as we go along, rather than creating a framework

well in advance. While I have a plan for how and whæ I would like the children to learn,

I will have to use my observations on the spot, highlighting aspects of language and

contextualizing spelling within the reading and writing that we are doing. This leaming-

centered instruction drives my teaching and my understandings of how children leam

guides the instructional decisions that I make. This initiating experience allows for some

insight into each child, as a speller, and allows some thinking time for me to find

potential resources upon which to build. The context for the curriculum engagements

that I will plan for Timothy and Nathan is based on their current needs and allows me to

be responsive to their present understandings. It gives us a place to start.
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Strategy Lessons: Using Authors To Teach Us About Language

Our teaching and learning journey go hand in hand, but it seems that the further

we pursue this inquiry into spelling, the more I am aware of the cyclical nature of the

process playing itself out in our daily lives. My own inquiry parallels our process as a

class and now closely resembles the morning meeting ritual that is developing with

Timothy and Nathan. 'We 
are exploring different ideas and looking into various issues,

but it is evident that one topic builds upon another, creating this constantly changing

study that is stimulating and involving. V/e come back to the same inquiry cycle again

and again but each time we bring diverse experiences and new knowledge.

As I anticipate and plan for our next BreaKast Club meeting, I gather a couple of

texts that I will suggest we explore together - ones that are humourous and lyrical, have

playful language, have potential for a study of rþming word patterns and that allow us to

look at an author's style. Three copies of the following books are laid out on a table: Oh.

the Places You'll Go! and Hooray for Diffendoofer Day! by Dr. Seuss, Something Big

Has Been Here by Jack Prelutsþ and The Giraffe. The Pelly and Me by Roald DahI. All

seem to meet my criteria and are books that I think that Timotþ and Nathan will enjoy.

I have a tentative framework in my mind, one that gives me a direction from

which to begin no matter which book the boys choose. Nathan and Timothy both have a

sense of humour and especially enjoy reading books with a good story and that are fun

and light-hearted. With books such as these, they seem to notice content details and can

repeat key phrases, capturing the essence of the story. My hope is to have them try to

"read like writers" during our shared reading experience, locating features of rþming

words that will help them to develop an idea of spelling patterns, since this is a challenge
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for the two of them. I hope to engage them in discussion about how words may sound

the same but may be spelled differently. I would like to lead them to look at print details

and raise their awareness of the visual aspect of spelling and the structure of words.

These plans are based on my present observations and what I see as needs for these two

learners. It sounds like an ideal lesson plan, but truthfully,I have no idea how this will

play out because I want Tim and Nathan to have an element of choice in selecting the

materials they want to read; I want to listen and see where they are at as spellers and

build upon this kidwatching. I truly want them to see this as an inquiry into language that

we are engaging in together. This is the inquiry that I will be engaged in.

The minute both children walk into the room and see the display of book choices,

it is evident that they are drawn to their favorite author, Roald Dahl and the book, The

Giraffe. the Pelly and Me. Unbeknownst to me, both have already read this book and

Timothy immediately starts singing a tune to the poem in the book. This is the book they

want to pursue further. My immediate reaction is to re-direct them and to try to introduce

a nevr' author who is similar to Roald Dahl. As I begin to open my mouth, I stop myself

realizingthat a choice ought to be a choice. There is an advantage of knowing the style

of writing that Roald Dahl is so well known for and of being familiar with a book. This

will allow us to focus on the language and visual details within the story, rather than

getting carried away with the content alone.

I refer to the conversations v/e have had as a class about the connection between

reading, writing and spelling. Both Nathan and Timothy recognize that the visual aspect

of spelling is difficult for them:

T: Remember when we talked about reading and writing and how ìt was
connected to spelling?
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N: Yes, we said the more we read, the better we are at writing!
T: Iïrhy do you think that is?
N: Because îhere are lots of words that are, like toughþr me and I need to use
them in my printing.
Ti: Or the spellÌngwords that I have q hard time wìth - whenyou see them, then
you can remember them and write them down. Remember, you said that we can
do that in our mind's eye?
N: h's hard to remember all the words that you read, though.
Ti: ll'ell, f you have a spellingword that you have a tough time on andyou're
reading a book (h.e lool<s at the book in his hand), like, let's say the word wos...
giraffe. And then you're reading it and I soy to myself, "Oh, it's g-i-r-a-f-f-e." I
can try and picture it ín my mind and try and write the word.
T: Oh, yes, that's like that strateglt we talked about called, "Look, Søy, Name,
Cover, Write, Check" strategl (Snowball & Bolton, 1999).
Ti: Yes, kind of, but it is my own version.

Timothy does draw upon a strategy that we have talked about as a class, though I am not

sure he utilizes this when he is writing. We talk about reading like writers. I ask them to

notice what Roald Dahl does as a writer and to identiff what is interesting to them from a

writing perspective. As they work from a photocopy of the chapter, I want them to think

about what we can learn about the words and language and to underline or circle what

interests them, so that \rye can talk about it later. They begin to silently read to

themselves and make comments along the way. At one point, Nathan says, "You know

what? It is amazing that words tell you something, but really, it is the whole poem that

really tells you something!" The meaning is remaining central to his understanding and

yet he is looking at language in a different way. He marks something down in the

margin.



Roald Dahl books differ from other books because

Roald Dahl books mostly rhyme.
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Both Timothy and Nathan have written about the rhyming in Roald Dahl's

writing and begin talking about how this makes it interesting for them, as readers, to read.

They compare this book to other Roald Dahl books, noting that you have to pay close

attention to understand what this story is about because it is in rþme. I begin to think

out loud about how we can figure out ways to spell a word by knowing a similar word. I

ask them to circle words that rhyme in the same colour of pencil crayon, so we can

compare which endings are the same and which ones sound the same but look different.

This is what they come up with.

I
T

I
I
I

Figure 28. Comments about Roald Dahl's style - Nathan and Timothy
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They can obviously identiff rþming words. Since our time for today is coming

to a close, I ask them to choose a rþming pattern that they find most interesting. Tim

chooses 'glass' and 'brass' and Nathan chooses 'soap' and 'hope'. V/e talk about "onset" -

the part of the syllable before the first vowel - and "rime" - the part of the syllable from

the first vo\¡/el onwards - (Goswami & Bryant,1990 as cited in Moustafa,l998,p.8) in

the words they have chosen.

"rrl
"tt**lO^^-lt,iJi

Figure 29. Rhyming pattems - Nathan and Timothy
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Nathan notices that his words rþme, but their ending is different. He is going to

do a word search while he is reading to look for -oap and -ope endings to see what kind

of list he can generate. I have a challenge for Nathan as well.

T: What makes the 'o' in hope, a long' o' sound?
C: You mean, like the way it says its name?
T: Yes. ll'hot is the same and what ts different between hope and hop, in the way
that the word is made up?
C: Hope has an 'e' and hop does not, it is like hopping on one foot.
T: Ahq! A silent e that makes the 'o'say íts nama I'mwondering how mqny
words you can generate that have the rime 'op' and the rime 'ope'?

He is excited to begin this search and I am pleased that I am able to fit in a rule



that shows up a lot in his writing - his omission of the
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Timothy chooses a spelling pattern that is the same. In Timothy's choice of

'glass'and'brass', we talk about the short'a' sound in both of his rþming words.
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Timothy's challenge for our next meeting together is to jot down any other \¡/ords that

have a short'a'vowel, either in his reading or just words that he knows. Timothy also

notices the double consonant at the end of the words, glagg and brass and wants to see if

he can think of other words that end u/ith a double consonant as well. He quickly turns to

the page where a story character's n¿ìme (Mr. Gregg) is and wdtes it down on his list.
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Figure 30. Long o search - Nathan
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"Reading like a writer" affords us the opportunity to talk about language and to

engage in a focused word study. Both of these learners need a program that is interesting,

but which can also be individualized and accomodate their unique needs. When they

have an investment in their work and care about it, they are able to point out an author's

technique and take the time to attend to spelling patterns that are of interest to them.

Finding opportunities that are relevant and give them choices, while still meeting their

learning needs, is my role as I facilitate this conversation. Their writing needs to be fresh

in my memory so that I can capitalize upon what I know they need to work on, as well as

what is worth spending time on, in the larger language learning context. Observing

spelling in a reading context also provides a safety net for both these boys because they

are looking at someone else's writing, not their own, so there is a comfortable distance

from the text itself. They are empowered by their ability to recognize spelling patterns

and have success finding other words that meet the same criteria.

There is an immense time commitment when engaging in a spelling exploration

that is individualized and personally meaningful, like this one is. For this inquiry, I feel

the time spent is well worth it. I hope that with more experience, our subsequent sessions

Figure 31. Short 'a' and double consonant endings - Timothy
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will go more quickly and we will be able to spend time highlighting other spelling

strategies. Learning takes time and I realize that there is not a single best method that

works for all children. My concern about how the curriculum will unfold and how I will

utilize their conversation and turn it into a mini-lesson is an unnecessary worry, given the

fact that I know Timothy and Nathan quite well as writers. They both look forward to

meeting again and I honestly share their enthusiasm. I wonder how these investigations

will lead us toward forming a relationship between spelling and the reading and writing

experiences across the curriculum in which they are engaged on a daily basis.



For a number of weeks, Timotþ, Nathan and I have been exploring spelling

patterns and grouping words according to their pronunciation, based on The Giraffe. The

Pellv and Me. While our time together is limited, it pleases me to see that both boys are

becoming "strategic, ratherthan rote learners" (Short, Harste, Burke, 7996,p. 141). 'We

are trying to de-emphasize memorization by highlighting similarities and differences in

orthographic features we examine. This means that "unlike direct instruction, insights

and discussion evolve from language in use, rather than from a predetermined skill

sequence. Strategies are not formulas or rules to be applied, but options that can be used

to construct meaning so that students develop a repertoire of strategies" (p.142). While

the strategy lessons themselves have value,I am just as impressed with Timothy and

Nathan's growing capacity to articulate what they are doing and thinking. In doing this,

they are gaining confidence in themselves as learners and are developing their voices -

voices that reflect their growing understandings.

Timothy and Nathan are just finishing a letter home to their parents, telling them

about their week. They have decided, prior to this breakfast session, to look at each

other's letters and do a quick edit, pointing out one or two things they notice about their

spelling. This is the f,ust time they have taken the initiative to edit for someone else and

they confide that they may need a little help from me. We have talked a lot about

developing an awareness for the visual aspects of words while they are reading. Together

we have been noticing what words look like and have been drawing upon these small

details in our writing. I worry that this may be beyond their current capabilities and I

wonder if this may set them up for a frustrating experience. On the other hand, I am

What is a Vowel?: New Insights

9t



delighted to see that they

confidence to share their

want to take ownership for this process and demonstrate the

unedited work in such a public way.
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Timothy offers to read his piece first. The content of his letter is interesting

because it relates to our shared time together:

Yrerse0

.

I
I

I

Dear Mom and Dad,
When me and Nathan went to do our "fun" spelling, we had lots of fun. We did a spelling game

where you get 5 points if you get a vowel. If you get a normal word you get 2 points. I lost and Nathan
won, but I was a good sport. 

.We 
also did another spelling activity. It was a spelling test, just for fun. I got

I wrong and 9 right. Nathan got 3 wrong and 7 right. Oh, I forgot. At the beginning we shared our words
that we found in our reading, then after we did the fun spelling test we were done.

Love, Timothy

Nathan has his finger on the word'get', spelled'g-a-t'by Timotþ.
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Figure 32. Timothy's edit

"Look at the vowel in that word, Timothy. Do you notice anything wrong?"

Timothy looks confused. "'Which letter is the vowel?" he says.

I interject here and ask both boys, "What are the vowels?" They get a piece of

paper and Timothy proceeds to write the letters down,'a', 'o', 'u', 'i' and then stops. He is

unsure about the rest. Nathan recites the other two vowels and Timotþ writes them
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down. He acts surprised. This is new knowledge for him. This is new knowledge for

me. I have no idea that he does not know all of the vowels. Perhaps this explains why he

has such difficulties with short and long vowels in his writing. Timothy has written

something on the same piece of paper and marks it with an asterisk. He reads it out loud

to us, "Every word needs a vowel."

rJ æado\5
I N\- YÐ Ç

cr,õ,$*I Y, /r' . -1.

He points out all of the words he has written in his letter to that point, proving that indeed

his generalizafion is correct. Nathan is now atnazed. He looks to his writing to see if it is

true. He confirms Timothy's hypothesis.

Nathan draws Timothy back to the word'get' and signals to him that the'g'is

correct and the 't' is correct. Timothy proclaims, "I have an idea." He scuttles over to the

WOW wall and points to Jessica's "Have A Go" strategy, when she inserts the vowels in-

between the'l'and ttre't'. He writes this out at the side of his paper and points to the

correct spelling. "This one looks right to me," he says.

* cve'f /ñ+

Figure 33. "Every word needs a vowel." - Timothy
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Nathan celebrates his accomplishment and praises him for referring to the WOW wall.

Timothy says, under his breath, "Now I finally get what Jessica was doing."

They coirtinue to edit together and Nathan points out the word'test', indicating

that the vowel is incorrect again. Timothy proceeds to go through the same process as he

did with the word'get', and agatn gets it correct. Nathan also points out that "something

is missing" at the end of the word 'activity' and makes an analogy to his sister's narne,

Kelsey. 'We have looked at our classmates'names many times at the beginning of the

year, so Timothy easily makes this connection. They look to their personal dictionaries

to find the word'our'.

While it may not look like they have done a lot of editing, a lot of learning has

happened for both of these boys. In fact, there is significant growth in their expertise

with spelling conventions. This process is stress free, relaxed and there is a sense of

camaraderie between the boys as they work together. Not only is there a purpose to this

edit, but both children gain a sense of control and are responsible to each other, as they

exchange ideas, back and forth. They engage in a conversation about the conventions of

writing and are each other's best audience. Nathan has the opportunity to point out what

does not appear to look right and has the advantage of sharing his expertise, drawing

fL
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Figure 34. "Have A Go" - replacing the vowels - Timothy
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upon what he knows. He teaches Timotþ some important lessons - what the vowels are,

how an'e' sound at the end of a word can be a'y' and what a short'e' sounds like.

Timothy also feels empowered as a leamer as he teaches Nathan that there is a vowel in

each word. He finally makes a connection to the WOW wall, using one of the strategies

to figure out the spelling of the words 'get' and 'test'. Both children are building a trusting

relationship as they work through this process together, and both feel a sense of pride

when sharing their experience with the class.

What I have learned as their teacher, is the tremendous sense of confidence and

trust that is established when children have the opportunity to be both a teacher and

learner. My intentions were to minimize the risk and set up a situation where I knew the

boys could feel success and come up with solutions together as they worked through this

edit. Both had never really engaged in a peer edit, probably because I did not feel as if

they were at a place in their writing where they could do this successfully for another

child. Yet, in this small group situation, they were fully engaged and taught me about the

strategies they draw upon when spelling. I think they knew more than they thought they

knew and certainly knew more than I gave them credit for knowing. In the end, I believe

that both boys left feeling more confident and comfortable with the process. I, too, felt as

if I could let go of some control and allow the children to edit at whatever level they are

at. Irealized I could turn this over to both Timothy and Nathan, and that they would rise

to the challenge. At the same time, I could still play a role supporting their learning in a

positive way.

I am also reminded that children make connections to prior experiences when they

are meaningful for them. IVhile I initially saw both leamers as "passive observers" when
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we engaged in whole class mini-lessons,I am now struck by the way that Timothy is able

to draw upon a classmate's strategy when he has the need to use it and he understands the

usefulness of this strategy. It works for him. When he does not have the knowledge of

what a vowel is, he can not make the strategy make sense for him. He is not a passive

observer, but shelves the strategy until it is needed. My assumption that learning is not

happening is incorrect. The transfer of learning from one situation to another may not

happen at that moment or in the immediate future, but when a connection is made it can

be understood at a later date. Learning can and will happen, with or without the teacher

present and overhearing a conversation. This is an important and insightful lesson for me

to learn.



Taking A Lot of SIow to Grow:
Shifting The Way We Think About Our Work

Hurry, scurry,
Worry, flurry

There go the gro\ryn-ups
To the office, to the store
Subway crush, traffic rush

No wonder
Grown-ups

Don't grow up anymore
It takes

a lot
of slow
to grow.

-Eve Merriam

Inquiry needs to be thorough and well thought through; where we take the time to

see the world in new ways. It is not about pushing children through curriculum or

pressuring children to keep up with a fast-paced world. It requires a willingness to stop,

look, listen and reflect before planning new learning endeavors. This poem is a gentle

reminder of what kind of gro\ryn-up I want to refrain from being - one who is swept away

by the rushed and hurriedness of today's society. If I want to create a classroom that is a

peaceful haven and respects every child's pace,I need to remember that "it takes a lot of

slow to grow". But this is easier said than done, as I often feel that I never have enough

time to spend with each child. How much is enough? As much as I want to individualize

instruction, I also know that I need to allow time for the children to process their

understandings, I need to respect each child's developmental readiness, and to give them

opportunities to practice what they know in authentic \ryays. This takes time and the

benefits do not necessarily show right away.
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The time that Nathan, Timothy and I spend together is productive, successful and

attempts to address their learning needs. Vy'e have a long road ahead of us, but I celebrate

where they are heading and believe our time together has made a difference. Our writing

community reads like writers, writes like writers, talks like writers, thinks like writers and

collaborates like writers. Both boys are now fully engaged in this process and are

becoming increasingly a1ilare of what the writing process entails. They are now inclusive

members of this learning community's endeavours. It has been my goal to introduce and

integrate their voices into ow whole class discussions, through specific interventions

rather than through more of the same of what we have been doing. This series of lessons

or program, per se, is tailored to their specific needs. Timothy and Nathan are developing

new language to talk about their writing - language that looks critically, yet thoughtfully,

at what they are doing. This rehearsal time with one another has helped them to

articulate their learning to their peers in a coherent manner and has actively involved

them in our discussions.

I look back at their writing, prior to Breakfast Club, and compare it to recent

pieces of writing they have been working on:

Dea¡ Mom and Dad, At gym, when we entered the door, the play structure was up. "Yay,yay,yay,yay )'I
shouted. (Nathan)

Figure 35. Early writing sample - Nathan



Dear Mom. In gym, we played with the scooters. I really had fun. I even gave some rides on scooters.
Then we played with the balls. I shot some hoops. I'm gefting good, too. After we played some - tag. I
was a mouse running from the cat. In gym, I leamed that water is good for our bodies and if we didn't have
it, we would dry up. I even played basketball in gym. After, it was time to go. Have a good day.
(Timothy)

.Ì., {,
\
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'When I compare recent pieces of their writing with the writing prior to Breakfast

Club, it is evident there is growth, with developments in both content and form. They are

choosing their words carefully and are spending time attending to conventions within

their writing. Spelling is not a separate entity, but something we can look at within the

context of their writing, as a whole, whether it is while they are writing or during the

editing process. Both boys are beginning to draw upon their knowledge of language and

use more than just phonetic understandings to communicate. While they are far from

conventional spellers, I notice an increased consciousness in their efforts and there is a

subtle but enhanced level of commitnent and understanding of the process. They have a

sense of audience and write accordingly.

lc ai,¡,'î rv. r. l
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Figure 36. Early writing sample - Timothy
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Dear Mom and Dad,
Today we started the B.F.G. It is when you pick a thing like a dream bubble. A dream bubble is

when you draw a dream in the jar and then you write what your dream is about. I'm not doing that, I am
doing a map of Giant Country. In the map I am going to put the Queen's Palace and two rocks leading to
the BFG cave and the bad giant's cave. I will put the Queen's guards. I will put her bacþard with flowers.
It will be neat.

- -._ .__.___._. n
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I like the way thatNathan has drawn a line under the words that he knows he can

go back to in the book, The BFG. to look up. He does not let this disrupt his writing

process. Many conìmonly used \¡/ords are also acclrately spelled and his vo\ilel usage is

more conventional. His words are closer approximations to the conventional spellings.

He remembers the WOW wall and footnotes to, too and two as a reference at the bottom

ofhis page.

-È-F.-G: -þ,L'...øL-
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Figure 37. Later writing sample - Nathan



Once upon a time ways away
his name was... Raven. You r

thought of him as a God just I

know that yet.

In Timothy's piece, the element of story remains strong (in legend tradition) and '

he moves towards standard spelling in a much more deliberate and visual way. He edits

independently before coming for a conference and uses a vowel chart as a resource. He

does use vowels to placehold his spelling attempts, even if they are not always the correct

ones. Timotþ knows that vowels are challenging for him. He also consults with me,

asking me in certain instances, if his vowel is correct. He follows my strate gy by

checking off the letters about which he is uncertain and underlines the letters about which

he is not confident. This is not an arduous task for Timothy, but one that he is

accustomed to doing. Increasingly, this takes much less time and is much less stessful

than before. As he says, "It is just what writers do. I know that now."

My explicit spelling instruction with Timothy and Nathan includes a combination

of strategy lessons, spelling pattern observation, games intended to develop interest in

language, and the close examination of the construction of words, especially within their

reading and writing. I notice they are moving from primarily sounding out words to

deep ir
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Figure 38. Later writing sample - Timotþ
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paying attention to other features, including what the words look like. As I watch them

write, they are not deliberating over and inventing every single word; there is some

automaticity. There is growth. It is hard to pinpoint what specifrcally helps them to

improve their spelling or if the growth I see is more an indication of their natural

maturation as writers, however I am most interested in their efforts to try to apply some

of this knowledge to their everyday writing.

While we have no perfect measuring stick with which to evaluate their growth, we

have preserved and gathered evidence about the learning that is happening and have

regularly shared this with their parents. Nathær's mom mentions that the opportr-rnity to

talk about the Breakfast Club experience has opened up new conversations about

language at home. Nathan is eager to teach and talk about what he knows. He tries to

help his younger sister talk through her process and they converse about the strategies

they both use. Timothy's family is interested in hearing about the connections we are

making as readers and engage in a similar task as a family when they read-aloud every

evening together. His parents share some of their writing, pertaining to their jobs, ærd

share their process of proofreading and editing their work before it becomes a final

report. Both families have found new ways to be involved in their child's education,

incorporating these practices into their daily lives as families.

As the school year is coming to an end and Breakfast Club is winding down,I feel

I have only skimmed the surface in my learning about what Nathan and Timothy need to

help them flourish as spellers. Both individuals have strong personalities and

determination, but they also have gentle souls and fragile hearts. While I have helped

them to uncover their voices as writers, I feel a powerful need to protect them from
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outside forces and the pressures that formal leaming will place upon them - the

expectations of mandated curriculums, standards testing and the future classrooms that

may not honour their many contributions. The pressrues will not change, for either them

or for me, but our attitudes towards these external forces will have an impact on the way

we handle situations that require us to perform under certain circumstances. Timotþ and

Nathan feel empowered, therefore they act with confidence and have a positive attitude

about what they can do. They are collaborating and cooperating. They are able to make

valuable contributions, giving them a feeling of being in control. Timothy and Nathan

have input into their leaming process and are allowed to make decisions as writers and

spellers. Given this opportunity, they have begun to care about their writing, identifying

it as something worth pursuing and spending time on. Most importantly, they are

constructing their own understandings about reading, writing and spelling.

While Nathan and Timothy have shifted their thinking about their work,I have

also shifted my thinking about my work. The act of writing down what is happening in

my classroom and creating al'lail of my thinking provides documentation that gives me

insight into my teaching and into my learning. We conducted this inquiry as a class,

trying to gather evidence and create a working document that would reflect our thinking.

As I did this, I worked through the critical incidents that were happening in the class and

made sense of my experience with the children. At first, as I looked through my data,

sorted through my wonderings, and read over the stories I considered evidence, I thought

that collectively needed to prove something. I thought I needed to create a scholarly

story that had never been told before and an academic thesis that was unique and original.

I was waiting for a spelling research revelation and kept waiting and waiting. As I
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continued to wite, I began recognizing how personal the act of writing is, that the stories

I had recorded were embedded within my own classroom and that it was my voice and

the children's voices that were central to the emerging curriculum being created. This

alone, made this research different from all of the other "inquiry" or "spelling" stories out

there. No one was living MY experience. This recognition made a huge shift in my

thinking. I came to realize that my research is not about an 'aha' or something that has

not been discovered before, but rather, that it is a way for me to construct meaning about

an issue that has been particularly bothersome to me for a number of years now. 'While I

learned a lot about spelling, I learned more about the process that activated my voice,

involved me in problem solving and had me researching my own teaching. I am \ /riting

this thesis for me, a regular, classroom teacher who is identiffing a question in her

practice, pursuing possible solutions in the classroom, and wanting to genuinely learn

from the children. I am at the center of this inquiry, living it from the inside; not as a

passive observer who is merely going through the motions of inquiry. My initial research

expectation of myself was relinquished. It hasìaken me a lot of "slow to grow" to even

recognize that I was engaging in action research and doing this research for myself.

When I recognized this, I began to care more intimately about the process (just like

Timothy, Nathan and the rest of the children who began to care more about spelling

within their writing) because it was personal and meaningful. Not only did my teaching

practice improve, but the quality of my interactions with the children, both subtle and

overt, were remarkably different. Viewing the world from this new perspective, shed

light upon the children's and my interactions as a community of inquirers, and what it



really means to pursue an inquiry within a democratic context designed to support

thoughtful and critical dialogue and action.
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Conclusions: Coming Full Circle
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I love the simplicity with which children approach their present-day lives and the

clarity with which they express their views of the world when given the opportunity. Our

spelling inquiry is by no means sophisticated or elaborate, but the children relish the

moments to collaborate and construct meaning together. I see our classroom as a

microcosm of society, where we are all members of a community who value diversity

and support one another. This validates the potential of inquiry in an educative setting,

and while no one child comes out of an experience knowing the exact same thing, all the

children learn what they have lived and learn from others' demonstrations enacted within

the very social life of our classroom. Our study has given children insights into spelling,

but even more than that, it has emphasized the learning process and the importance of

drawing upon the significant experiences in their lives, all of which helped to shape the

evolving curriculum.

As the children and I have delved into spelling and made it our inquiry, we have

all come to understand spelling in a different light. On the simplest level, I think the

children see spelling in a broader context and are able to construct meaning from their

every day reading and writing experiences. They have invested interest in creating this

knowledge together andrealize that they all have the ability to problem solve and build

understandings that further their own knowledge about language. They are dynamic

participants, rather than passive receivers of information. The children have learned

much more than could be categorized as spelling outcomes (although, happily, they have

acquired a full repertoire of spelling strategies, knowledge about spelling patterns and the

spellings of individual words).

Life Lessons: What The Children Learned
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It was a given understanding for me that the children would learn language and

leam about language, however the following points reflect what they learned through

language.

Because this study was different from other curricular inquiries we had engaged

in, the children had to re-define what it meant to collaborate effectively with one another.

In this study they were not grouped by topic interest, by vote or in multi-aged

combinations, as per usual. They needed to frnd new ways to interact and to draw upon

each other as resources. They \¡/ere expected to learn about themselves - their strengths

and their needs - as well as each other, in order to best support the language learning that

was evolving. I believe the children leamed about the power of relationship, since they

needed to know members of their class well in order to collaborate and build knowledge

together. These relationships allowed for risk-taking, for sharing uncertainties and for

trusting each other, even when the going got tough. The more voices that were added to

the WOW wall, the richer the learning experience and the more significant the

celebration. While one person might initiate a mini-lesson or discovery, the conversation

would then open up to everyone, as input was invited and decisions were made together.

Knowledge was not owned by one person, rather, they all generated knowledge together

and could teach one another. There was a constant interchange of individual and group

thinking. Through observation of the children's interactions, I know that they believed

their collective knowledge was much more powerful than their own individual thinking.

Spelling became more than just getting the words right. The children did not ask

each other how many words they got correct, whether they received ten out of ten on a

spelling test, or examined each other's word lists or scores after we began this inquiry.
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They were much more interested in sharing writing together, gathering information to

figure out whether they had a language discovery to highlight, or fìnding resources that

would assist someone with uncertainties about spelling. Spelling held meaning, could

promote conversation and would allow them to think together. It was not simply about

mastery of words. Conventional spelling was not de-emphasized; instead, value was

given to the process of becoming a strategic and thoughtful speller.

Spelling was much less competitive and comparative in nature, given the evolving

nature of the children's discoveries. The focus was not on who is a good speller or who is

not a good speller, but that we all have a need to spell when we write and we are all here

to help one another generate ideas of how to proceed. Every child had a contribution to

make and no matter how big or small the discovery, there \ryas an open invitation to add

to the evolving WOW wall. There \Ã/as an unspoken understanding of the developmental

aspect of spelling and a celebration of wherever children were at along this continuum.

In this multi-age classroom even beginning writers felt validated and had equal

opporhrnity to shine. They were genuinely as valued as those writers who already knew

how to spell conventionally.

Short, Harste and Burke (1996) talk about the ideas of reflection and reflexivity

and say that the difference between the two is that,

"in reflection you look back, while in reflexivity you interrogate the very
constructs you are using to make sense of the world. The systematic collection of
artifacts during the process of inquiry supports reflection. Through examination
of these artifacts learners are able to reconstruct the mental journey thæ they have
taken. They can reflect on what they have learned (content), how they have
leamed (process), and why they have learned þurpose).', et.36l-362)

IVhile the children would not articulate their learning in these terms, I would say that this

very idea was the essence of our WOV/ wall artifact as it served as a tool for allowing us
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to engage in reflection and reflexivity. By articulating their thinking and making it

explicit, the children brought spelling to conscious awareness. Rather than their thinking

remaining a mystery, or something that they kept to themselves, it became a public

artifact from which everyone learned.

The children were independent but also took ownership of their learning about

spelling. This, in turn, motivated them to take control of their knowledge and believe in

themselves as growing experts about spelling. They did not always turn to the teacher for

answers, but also used their classmates as resources. They learned that there was a lot

they could do and strategies they could draw upon, and also, that they could seek support

from their peers if necessary.

In committing ourselves to spelling as an inquiry, the children came to view

spelling as important and worth spending time on. The children recognized that spelling

is valued, but not overemphasized. It is placed within the context of their writing and

does not exist separately from the reading and writing process. The children felt

validated when they saw me taking notes, documenting their words and taking great

interest in their thinking. They were determined to be active participants throughout this

process. We all worked towards what I perceived to be a long term goal, that is, the

development of a "spelling consciousness" (Gentry, 1993,p. 5) within the context of their

writing.

There is no checklist of what each child learned, nor is there a singular answer to

the question, "What did the children learn?" If learning to spell is developmental, we

know that children will understand what they are ready for and will use what they know

to the best of thei¡ ability. Our study is just one ex¿ìmple of how learning about spelling
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has taken place. As I observe Nathan, while he is writing on a wann day in June, I

realize the life lessons he has learned that capture the essence of our spelling inquiry and

of the diversity of learners in our classroom community.

Dear Grade Ones and Twos,
I hope that you are going to do a great job on 'x' (multiplication)
next year because I lcnow that you can do it. I know that you can

do the Maths test too, because I lcnow you have it in you. I wish good
luck to Emmawhen she is in Grade Two. When you are in Grade Three,

Grade Twos, you will have to respect others. There is no choice
because you are the oldest now. I lçnow Erin is a good sport and he is
really good at Maths, so I lcnow that he will set a good example for the

new kíds. Probably Craig is going to have a tough time, Iike me sometimes,
but I lcnow he is going to try his best and that is what you are supposed

to do - not always get it right, just to try.
Love, Nathan

His childlike wisdom speaks to the recognition that life is full of challenges and

expectations along the way, however with encouragement and determination, it is

possible to continue to glow, striving for your personal best. There is an interesting sense

of depth to Nathan's letter: each child he singles out reflects similar personal and learning

struggles to his own, and he addresses them in a hopeful and positive way. He speaks of

the mentoring role that the oldest children have in our classroom, and how he has truly

risen to that challenge this final year with us. I am moved when I hear him speaking to

Craig as if he were talking to himself. While initially I thought this could be a bit

condescending, I wondet' if Nathan sees a part of himself in Craig, and he wants to let

him know that things will be okay. I think about his personal challenges and wonder

about his image of himself as a learner - trying hard, but not always getting it right. It is a

compelling piece of writing and reminds me of the cyclical nature of our life in the

classroom.
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In reference to writing, Lucy Calkins (1991) talks about the purpose that

notebooks have in helping us lead more "wide-awake lives". This spelling inquiry has

helped the children to lead more "wide-awake lives". The lessons they have learned are

ones which will help them through life's opportunities and challenges, not simply through

their spelling experiences.



There is a book by Jon Kabat-Zim (1994) entitled, Wherever You Go There You

Are. It talks about the art of cultivating mindfulness in one's life. His title of the book

accurately reflects what I believe to be the closing chapter of this thesis. He says,

To allow ourselves to be truly in touch with where we aiready ere, no
matter where that is, we have got to pause in our experìence long enough
to let the present moment sink in; long enough to actuallyfeel the present
moment, to see it in its fullness, to hold it in swareness and thereby come
to lcnow and understand it better þ.xiv).

Spelling took on a life of its own in our classroom, and began to unfold with the help of

the children. Thg process of inquiry was also influenced by the attention and awareness

arising out of my own self-understanding. Through my writing, it became necessary to

look at the present moments and to examine them carefully. In doing this,I came to

know and understand spelling as inquiry from a new perspective. We have all come to

know about spelling in greater depth, we have made mindful decisions as individuals and

also collaboratively as a community of inquirers. I remind myself that this is but one

moment in time, however, as the cycle continues with new questions to be asked and new

tensions to explore. This is the heart of an inquiry.

While living a collaborative inquiry in language research, some of the ownership

and power was shifted to the children. As I accepted that there was not going to be a

linear, controlled quality to our study, the language teaching opened up and started to

evolve in exciting \¡rays. I did not need to incorporate a bunch of trite activities that

documented past learning, but rather, we could establish spelling frameworks that would

allow us to find tools that created new meanings and generated excitement about

language. This kind of language teaching in the classroom allowed children to pursue

Wherever You Go There You Are
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spelling as a collaborative inquiry, and more importantly, illustrates that spelling is an

evolving rather than a static body of knowledge.

The following points reflect how my thinking has grown to include spelling as

collaborative inquiry.

Spelling is a social experience. The children built a social network that addressed

realJife purposes for learning about spelling. Their keen interest in this experience

engaged them in an open dialogue about the process. Spelling became ow topic of

conversation. Allowing the children to play with language and talk about language, led

them to construct their own understandings of a spelling concept or strategy. This was

essential to their development as spellers. We gathered to share our knowledge, to teach

one another, and to problem solve together; all of which facilitated meaningful

interactions about spelling. The children were willing to share their ideas with each

other, without fear ofjudgement or criticism from their peers. They were each other's

best motivators, supporters and encouragers. Each child's inquiry informed the larger

community. The children benefitted from one another and were required to consider and

think about spelling in ways that they would not necessarily have had to without the

support and challenge of the gtoup's collaboration. I learned to trust that children can

teach one another, can learn from another, and that if I listened carefully enough, they

would lead me to what they needed next. Learning to be a good teacher of spelling,

within the context of a reading-writing environment, begins by giving children a forum

for important discussions. It means taking the time to be a good listener and allowing the

thinking process to evolve, in a collaborative fashion, as one thought collective. This

social dynamic, with the children by my side as co-collaborators, helped me to plan for
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instruction that was tailored to their needs. We all became learners who were excited to

research spelling together.

Spelling is inseparable from the reading, writing and problem solving that takes

place in our classroom. In fact, spelling is a part of the everyday work that we do - it is

not an add-on or an extra. I realized that rather than having bits and pieces of spelling

instruction that I had to try to attend to on a regular basis - the personal dictionary, the

class word wall, the morning message and the magnetic aiphabet letters that we

occasionally used for mini-lessons - it would be more effective to hone in on mini-lessons

that highlighted the reading and writing that we were crurently doing and to create

curriculum around the strengths and rieeds of learners as a basis for planning teaching and

learning experiences. The add-on activities ate up a lot of time and were not particularly

the most effective spelling resources I could utilize. 'We 
were able to channel this now

available time to be active readers and writers, with a new focus on reflecting and

demonstrating what we were leaming. It felt much more productive to use our time in

this way.

Spelling is authentic, purposeful and relevant to the children in our classroom

community. It is not necessarily about the teaching strategies, the activities that are set

up in the learning environment, or the lessons that I plan, but rather, it is about my

understanding of literacy and of language development and my knowledge of the children

in my class. Gentry's (1987) statement rings true to the work that I have been doing

throughout this inquiry on spelling:

"In my view, the ímportant questions center on an understanding of how
children learn, and the important answers place children, not methods, at
the center ofthe spellingprogram" (p.27).
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Spelling is taught by carefully observing the learners and their work. This shows me

what to do next. It is this kidwatching that makes my plans unique and my decision

making complex, since there are different children each year. Bean and Bouffler's

thoughts, in their book, Spell b:¿ Writing (1987), resonate with me when I think about our

spelling inquiry. They say that,

"Although the teaching strategies may well be the most interesting part
of the book to many teachers, it is important that those who find the
strategies useful understand the thinking about language, especially
reading and writing, that underpins them. It is this understanding, not
the strategies themselves, that gives teachers control in theÌr claisrooms.
No two classrooms are the some, and so no teaching strategt is necessarily
appropriate for each class or all children in a class. Some of our best
teaching strategies may go unused and we may be forced to develop others"
(p.Ð.

This is exactly how I feel about our inquiry. My experience has confirmed why it

is impossible to use a pre-packaged program, when it has been so critical to tailor what I

do to meet the various needs of the children. When we were engaged in pursuing

spelling as an inquiry, I found that the demonstrations were purposeful and served a

particular child's or group of children's need. This is what sparked their interest. They

wanted to become involved and to make connections, especially when their connections

had the potential to assist others in their spelling endeavours. Textbooks, literacy centers

or standards tests can never replace the diversity and excitement level that an inquiry can

generate. They can also never replace the higher level of thinking that goes along with

inquiry and the collaboration that a community experiences. Spelling had a presence and

developed a life of its o\ryn - one that had the children caring about their writing and

taking time to reflect upon their process.
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Spelling is a process. Spelling is a much more complex thinking process than I

had anticipated. Thinking about spelling meant thinking about our reading, thinking

about strategies, thinking about each other, working collaboratively as a thought

collective and thinking about how we would articulate our learning. Our inquiry became

a documentation of the children's unfolding insights about how they figured things out.

The children flourished when given the opportunity to construct their understandings at a

pace in tune with their own agendas. Their process had an extra dimension, one that

required them to make decisions about their learning and to demonstrate how they made

those decisions. They needed to reflect upon what worked well for them as a speller and

what did not. No matter where they were on the continurim, all the children had a

contribution to make and their spelling strategies reflected "increasingly sophisticated

hypotheses about the structure of written language" (Weaver, 1990,p. 84). The

children's spelling development was individual, and even if they did not use a strategy or

apply their learning right away, this did not mean that their learning had little long-term

impact. It was just as likely to show up in a later conversation. Gentry (1987) states

that, "Spelling is not a passive process. It is dynamic and complex. To leam to spell...

had to think" @.17). V/e lived this process through this inquþ experience. Spelling is

not only a cognitive process, but it incites curiosity, invites children to be interested, to

ask questions and to wonder. My process involved supporting children in these

endeavours.

Teaching spelling as a process requires explanation, demonstration and inclusion

of parents in the conversation. The inquþ process we have engaged in is consistent with

my beliefs and has made a difference in the way that I plan for, build upon and teach a
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curriculum around spelling with the children. Everything we did was exposed and

displayed around the classroom and in evidence in our work. These were works in

progress, that created atrall of thinking that documented our joumey. The visual

representation on our classroom walls allowed parents to see the process unfold and they

were fascinated to observe how the children were drawing upon their current knowledge

about language. By having the children show their process and explain their strategies to

their parents it became clear to their parents what they knew and what they understood.

Parents were curious and elicited further information from their children about the

process. They commented that what we \ryere doing made sense for children, since it

highlighted aspects of language that were relevant to their writing and supported

development of a deeper understanding of why spelling pattems or strategies made sense.

They were surprised at the enthusiasm and children's talk about the spelling curriculum

we were building, and how it was always embedded in a meaningfrrl experience rather

than an isolated incident. After seeing the process, parents \¡/ere open to having a

conversation about what we were trying to do, rather than dismissing it as something

trendy or new. They began to care because their children had such an interest and were

making connections they themselves had never considered.

The assessment of spelling is on-going and informs instruction. 'We proceed with

all inquiries this way, however it seemed that the assessment of spelling had previously

come only at the end of the writing process, when revising and editing. While this is part

of the writing process, particularly with pieces that have an audience, we discovered that

there were also interactive opportunities for the children to make sense of their spelling

while writing. The children were able to dialogue about the WOW wall, referring back
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and forth to the spelling strategies and discoveries that were made. The curriculum

emerged as the children contributed to the process. Behind the scenes, I brainstormed for

potentials and possibilities, making hypotheses about what direction the wall (or lesson)

might take. I read through the spelling literature which not only grounded me, but also

informed my curricular decisions and helped to shed light on my growing understanding

of the sense the children were making about spelling. As I listened and took the time to

conference with children as they were writing, in order to observe what they knew and to

make note of the kinds of mistakes they were making,I was better able to dialogue with

them about their questions, wonderings and challenges. Rather than simply plugging

along and going through a consecutive series of lessons or activities, I attended to the

children's needs and I asked myself questions such as, "What are they understanding?

What are they ready for?" 'When I stopped fretting about what was going to come next

and let the curriculum evolve, I was able to respond flexibly and better support what the

children were excited to learn. This required me to live in the present, carefully

observing and noticing with children, rather than only waiting until the end to act as an

editor of their work and to then teach the skills I believed they needed.

When I began to broaden my view of spelling, and to think of it as more than just

getting the words right or coming up with a close approximation of a word, I was able to

open up my definition to include, "developing an interest in words" (Snowball & Bolton,

1999,p.5) and to see spelling within the larger context of language leaming, rather than

simply word study. Now there was room for reading and writing engagements that were

more open-ended and which allowed for individual input and response to diverse learning

needs. The frameworks that were established enabled the children to take the lead, rather
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than setting them up to be passive receivers of knowledge with words being forced upon

them from outside of their writing process. Our process allowed children to contribute

when it made sense for them to do so, and when it fit in with a reading or writing

engagement that they were involved in. Children began to notice subtleties of language

when least expected, not only within a writing context. 'We 
redefined what it means to

spell - illustrating the complexity of language that is often misunderstood and

understated.

Most of all, this inquiry into spelling reminded me of the power of relationships

and how, within an atmosphere of respect, comradry and trust, risk-taking falls into place

and there is an openness to share concerns and a willingness to display vulnerabilities

without fear of criticism. When children feel safe, they share their own experiences and

bring their voices to a situation. These personal connections mean everything, and it is

through these connections that we come to know one another well. This sense of

relationship, built within the classroom, parallels my journey as a learner and how

necessary it has been to have a support group who have encouraged me as I have pursued

my studies.

On the last day of school, Timothy presents me with a gift that I heasure and

linger over. Tears fill my eyes as I hold his beautiflrlly framed note in my hands.



lÞül¡Nr ì+C
nEnk yq br te*hlng m thlm6 ¡ æv6 bþw èbout b€toæ.
Yd ôrc ô gæd teæher.
Yoù helD ævlththlrEßYq æôhflõÞs nk .
I ll&ê tlE storl6 you rcld to 6 h d6, ônd I ilte yeu ffil¡€.
I wl¡ldwdyr reremb€ryù.
I vlll mbÉ ì@u, h¡t I bþy rc vill ôl*ffi òe Èl€nrt!

?J. r MeüßrutrîoËk.e I bwþr ilt. *^, IvS(: 11

It means more to me than he realizes. I only have to take one glance at his piece to

recognize the value he places on living in our learning community. Our relationship has

been integral to his learning over the past three years and our time together has helped

him to grow. It has helped me to grow, also. While cultivating mindfulness in our

classroom life, I have thought carefully about optimal growing conditions and about

paying close attention when preparing the soil, understanding fully that the key to growth

is nurturing each plant and knowing it well. This takes considerable research, close

observation, a collaborative community to share experiences with, and a willingness to

take risks and to try new things. Of cowse, I want results and want to stand back

admiring everything I have planted in full bloom. However, weather patterns are never

consistent, there are wide variations amongst plants, and what is optimal for one plant is

not always successful for another. It is not as simple as it looks, but it is a labour of love.

l2t

Figure 39. Timothy's letter
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As a professional, I am responsible for the decisions that I make. Becoming

involved in teacher research has allowed me to study and critically explore an aspect of

my classroom that I perceived as wanting. We all seek to improve our practice and to

find new ideas, but teacher research is more than that. It is about systematically asking

questions, researching current literature and examining practice. Action research pushes

teaching practice forward and makes professional development personal and relevant to

the person engaging in it. Once I adopted a teacher researcher stance, it meant opening

up and being honest with myself in an area in which I was not comfortable. My research

allowed me to be vulnerable, especially with those whom I was sharing my writing. This

changed the way I thought about myself as a teacher and I sought others with whom to

engage in conversations that were in-depth and thought-provoking and that questioned

practice. My passion for teaching and for actively pursuing research in my classroom has

been rewarding, but I have also felt hesitant about pursuing discussions with colleagues

who have not necessarily taken a similar stance. I had this naive expectation that the

"habitof questioning" (Laminack&.'Wood, 1996)wasawayof livingandthatoncel

opened up, others would also be willing to share their beliefs about a cornmon issue like

spelling. I have learned that such discussions can be intimidating for many colleagues.

Publicly questioning their own practice and admitting that they do not have all of the

answers, can be threatening. Such philosophical discussion with colleagues continue to

be a personal struggle for me.

As one journey ends, another begins. I cannot separate the learning that the

children in my class have been engaged from my own learning. The children have

impacted my decision making and have forced me to ask difFrcult questions that needed
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to be pursued. Patty Lather (1986) reminds me that we are always looking to learn from

and with others, both colleagues and children. For me, as a teacher, it is the

conversations that we have that are the elixir for further thought.

At the core of the transformation is "a recìprocal relationship where every
teacher is always a student and every pupil a teacher." Thus, critical inquiry
is afundamentally dialogic and mutually educative enterprìse. The present
is cast against a historical backdrop while at the same time, the "naturalness"
of social arrangements is challenged so that social actors can see both the
constraints and the potentialfor change in their situations (p. 268).

I need people to think with, to share stories with, to struggle with, to make decisions with,

but it is critical to have a solid belief system of my owTr upon which to refer. More than

ever, I realize that the life of an inquirer poses challenges, but is rewarding; provokes

thought, yet is reflective in nature; is messy, but deliberate and intentional; and is full of

questions, with the occasional answer. Inquiry opens up a whole new world and a new

way of thinking about things. Life as an inquirer has depth and quality. If life as an

inquirer has made such a difference to my life, it would make sense to want this quality

of life for the learners in my care. Spelling had to reflect the kind of life that we led in

the classroom. This is perhaps why it took so much courage for me to pursue spelling

and allow myself to be vulnerable in an area of my practice that posed uncertainty. This

professional study was personal. Our classroom inquiry had to reflect who I ¿ìm as a

teacher and what I am comfortable with. It is not merely a project approach or a thematic

study, but rather, inquiry is a stance or a philosophical way of thinking about curriculum,

children, and about learning in general. Pursuing spelling as an inquiry was not a

question about how to spell something, but about discovering the different paths learners

may take to arrive there, listening to the connections that children were making and

f,rnding my role in facilitating this process.



reminders that there are no absolute and f,rnite answers. I have made progress, if I define

inquiry as Short, Harste and Burke (1996) do:

I still have much to learn, however, inquiry is humbling, providing gentle

"Progress in inquiry is having new understandings and new questions to
ask. The term 'understandings' highlights the temporal nature of what we
learn in contrast to "answers" which signal that what we learnfrom one
experíence will never change... We don't inquiry to eliminate alternotives
but to find more functionql understandings - to create diversity, broaden
our thinking and ask more complex questions" (p.260).

With this thought in mind, I am also reminded of the wisdom of Jon Kabat-Ziwt,

that "only then can we accept the truth of this moment in our life, learn from it, and move

on" þ.xiv). This thesis reflects but one moment of my life. It is now time to move on. I

have come full circle in this inquiry, with new understandings but also with new

questions that will take me through another cycle of learning. The leaming never ends.
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